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"FORWARD"

The Symposium on Accelerator Physics and Modeling was held at
Berkner Hall, Brookhaven National Laboratory on September 17,
1991. The purpose of this Symposium was to review and learn about
"new" ideas and methods in Accelerator and Beam Physics. These
proceedings reflects some of the presentations given at the Sympo-
sium.
We acknowledge the support and encouragement of Bill Willis and
Bob Palmer, the enthusiastic pre-registration response, attendance
and participation of members of various Departments. We also ac-
knowledge the interest and large number of requests by physicists
from outside of the Laboratory that regretfully we could not accom-
modate due to lack of space.

I was very pleased with the full attendance and the overwhelming
success of the symposium. In that, I would like to thank the speakers
for their informative presentations, their participation throughout the
symposium and for providing copies of their contributions for inclu-
sion in this proceedings. In the appendix we have included only the
name of those who registered (pre or) at the symposium. Names of
participants who did not register were not included in the appendix,
since we do not have a list of their names.

I would also like to acknowledge and thank R. Fernow (Physics), L.
Ratner (AGS), S. Krinsky (NSLS) for chairing the sessions II, III and
IV respectively; P. Tuttle's for Assisting with the registration at the
Symposium and K. Tuohy for arranging for the refreshments.

Zohreh Parsa,
Editor

Symposium Organizer: Z. Parsa. E-mail can be sent to
PARSA@BNL



PHYSICS OF HIGH BRIGHTNESS BEAMS

Martin Reiser

University of Maryland
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Physics of High Brightness Beams

M. Reiser
University of Maryland

Abstract

Many advanced accelerator applications require high-intensity particle
beams with very low emittance (i.e. high brightness) in which the
beam physics is dominated by space charge effects. At the Univer-
sity of Maryland, experiments have been in progress for several years
to study space-charge induced intensity limits and emittance growth-in
such beams. Different configurations of high-perveance 5 kV electron
beams are transported through a long periodic channel consisting of 38
solenoid lenses. The most recent experiments with mismatched beams
will be discussed. Experimental observations are compared with theory
and particle simulation, and excellent agreement is found.

Symposium on Accelerator Physics and Modeling
Brookhaven National Laboratory

September 17, 1991
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1. INTRODUCTION

• Definition of Emittance and Brightness

• Advanced Accelerator Applications
• High Brightness Beam Sources

• Causes of Emittance Growth

2. THEORY

• Beam Transport in Linear Focusing Channels

• Space-Charge Current Limit

• Focusing Limit (Envelope Instabilities)
• Emittance Growth in Space-Charge Dominated

Beams

3. EXPERIMENTS, COMPARISON WITH
THEORY AND SIMULATION

• Focusing by a Single Solenoid Lens
• Single-Beam Transport through a Periodic Solenoid

Channel

• Multiple Beam Transport Experiments

4. CONCLUSIONS
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1. Definitions of Emittance and Brightness

Emittance = Beam Width x Divergence [m-rad]

Divergence a ~ vx/v = dx/dz == x'

Trace space plot of beam ellipse at waist:

> x

Area of ellipse = emittance en = xmaxx
r
maxn
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NOTE: Emittance decreases with acceleration of
beam since vx/v decreases with increasing velocity v.

Normalized emittance en = fi^e is a better figure of
merit since it remains constant through acceleration
process if forces acting on beam are linear.

Brightness: B = 2I/ir2e2

Normalized Brightness:

A/(m-rad)
21

A / ( d ) 2

Advanced accelerator requirements:

BnZl012 A/(m-rad)2

e.g. 7 = 1 kA, €„ = 10~5m-rad for an FEL.

In practice, one achieves for electron beams from
thermionic cathodes

Bn~101Q A/(m-rad)2
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2. Advanced Accelerator Applications

A. Linear Collider (SLAC)

Requires high brightness electron gun and "cool-
ing" rings for both electrons and positrons to reduce
beam emittance by radiation damping.

B. Superconducting Supercollider (SSC)
Requires high-brightness H" beam for the injector
linac. (Bottleneck: Matching the H~ beam from
source into RFQ accelerator).

C. Neutral Particle Beams for Space Defense
Requires H~ beam (for acceleration before neutral-
ization) with brightness 10 times higher than SSC.



D. Heavv Ion Inertial Fusion

Requires kiloamperes of heavy ion beams (at several
GeV energy) with exceedingly low emittance.

E. Free Electron Laser (FEL)

Emittance is proportional to wavelength A. High-
power FELs require beam brightness exceeding state
of the art. Need new electron sources, e.g. photo-
cathode (;;rf gun"), and "cooling" (but how?)

- 7 -



F. High Power Linac for Transmuting Nuclear Waste

1 A 1.6 GeV, 250 mA proton beam incident on lead or
lead-bismuth target produces high-flux thermal neu-
trons which are used to "burn" or transmute long-
lived radioisotopes (actinides) and fission products
in nuclear waste through capture and fission pro-
cesses. \

The very high average power (400 MW) of the pro-
ton beam requires exceedingly precise beam control
to avoid particle loss and nuclear activation of ac-
celerator components.

Hence, emittance growth and halo formation must
be avoided, i.e. careful beam matching between ev-
ery accelerator section is required.



3. High Brightness Beam Sources

A. Electrons

Thermionic cathodes:
Effective emittance en = 4era.r7TW = 2rc{kT/mcr)11'2

21
Intrinsic brightness Bn = —r-r- = (Jc/2ir)(mc~/kT)
kT = 0.1 eV
Jc = 20 A/cm2 —* Bn ~ 1.6 x 1011 A/(m - rad)2

Achieved experimentally Bn ~ 1010 A/(m-rad)2

Photocathodes: kT ~ 1 eV, Jc = 600 A/cm2

Intrinsic brightness Bn ~ 5 x 10u A/(m-rad)2

Achieved experimentally S n ~ 10i0 A/(m-rad)2

Pseudospark electron beam (Univ. of Maryland):
Achieved experimentally
(charge neutralized beam) Bn ~ 1012 A/(m-rad)2

B. H" Sources
Achieved experimentally (60 mA. en -- 0.5 x 10~6 m-rad)
Bn ~ 1011 A/(m-rad)2
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4_. -Causes of Emittance Growth

Nonlinear external focusing forces (spherical, chro-
matic aberrations, etc.)

Mismatch, misalignment, beam off-centering, and
nonlinear external forces

RF phase-dependent focusing forces

Longitudinal-transverse coupling

Single-particle resonances/instabilities

• Space-charge induced emittance growth:

Instabilities (e.g. CTQ > 90° in periodic channel,
longitudinal instability, etc.)

Nonuniform charge density, rms matched
Nonuniform charge density, rms mismatched
Nonuniform charge density, off-centering
Changes in environment

- 10 -



THEORY

Beam Transport in Linear Focusing Channels

Uniform focusing channel, e.g. long solenoid

Periodic array of electric or magnetic lenses

Axisymmetric lenses:

particle trajectory in beam

Quadrupole lenses (FODO):

a

Physics issues: How much beam current can be trans-
ported through a channel? Which effects cause beam
deterioration (emittance growth) limiting the current
and brightness of the beam? Theory, simulation, and
experiments!
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Beam Envelope and Trajectories in a

Periodic Solenoid Channel: <7Q = 72°. a = 36C

o.o

a. Axial magnetic field vs. distance

f

*5-» 10

T
5

b. Matched beam envelope

Phase advance per cell

V5 - *

c. Trajectories with and without space charge

360*
= 72° a =

360c

To" = 36°
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Space-Charge Current Limit

M. Reiser, Part. Accel. 8, 167 (1978)

Matched beam in a linear focusing channel (force balance equation)

K e2

L.1
\kfia - — — = 0
1 a a3

•r r
applied space charge emit tance

force force

a = beam radius
fco = 2TT/AO = O-Q/S — focusing constant
(Jo, o" = phase advance per period wi th /wi thou t space charge
S — period length

\K = jr- ̂ j = generalized perveance[
Io = 47re 0 mc 3 /g = 3.1 x IQ7(A/Z) amps for ions

Solving for K:

IT 1.2^
S\ — /VQU

/ = ~P

or

1 = 0

2 - 6 2 /a 2 !

3 3<7"oQ! r - . .9 '

T 1* — (^/^) !

J)1
where G = (f) ,

a =
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Focusing Limit (Envelope Instabilities)

Hofmann, Laslett, Smith, Haber, Part. Accel. 13, 145 (1983)
Struckmeier, Reiser, Part. Accel. 14, 227 (1984)

For CTQ > 90°, envelope oscillations lead to instabilities
when beam current exceeds threshold value. (Single-
partial theory w/o space charge allows 0 < <JQ < 180°)

Furthermore, misalignment and nonlinear effects (spher-
ical lens aberrations) also become prohibitively severe
when a0 > 90°.

Conclusions from past theoretical and
experimental studies:

1. Space-charge dominated beam transport requires
<TQ < 90°.

2. No apparent lower limit on tune depression <J/CTQ
in a linear channel.

- 14 -



Emittance Growth in Space-Charge Dominated
Beams

Struckmeier, Klabunde, Reiser, Part. Accel. 15, 47 (1984)
Wangler, Crandall, Mills, Reiser, IEEE Trans. NS-32, 2196 (1985)

Nonuniform density profiles becomes uniform and pro-
duce emittance growth

-A u]1/2

r2

Explanation:

1. Equilibrium state of space-charge dominated beam
has a uniform density profile and a minimum of field
energy per unit length.

2. Nonuniform profile has higher field energy, and dif-
ference in field energy (U/WQ) becomes converted to
thermal energy (emittance growth).

Recent paper, M. Reiser, "Free Energy and Emittance
Growth in Nonstationary Beams," J. Appl. Phys. (to
be published) generalizes theory to include mismatch
and off-centering.
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Figure 1. K-V, tfaterbag, parabolic, conical and Gauss distributions

before and after the first cell of the GSI FODO channel ar

o, =* 60* , a » IS*

J. Scruckmeier,
47. (1984)

J. Klabunde and M. Reiser, published in Pare. Accel. 15.
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Key Features of New Theory of Emittance
Growth

M. Reiser, J. Appl. Phys., 70 (4), August 15, 1991

1. The equilibrium state of a charged particle beam in
a focusing channel is a Maxwell-Boltzmann distri-
bution

Density profile: | n(r) = 7i(0) exp [—q<j>(r)/kT] \

• jn(r)j= ni^xp{-'
foL.kTi±oo, or €2_> Ka2

(Gaussian profile)

I n(r) = Tip = const /
for kT -» 0, or e2 < Ka2

(uniform profile)

2. Beams deviating from ideal state (wrong distribu-
tion, mismatch, off-center) have a higher total en-
ergy per particle.

3. The difference, AE, represents free energy that can
be thermalized via collisions (long time scale) or
nonlinear (collective) forces (short time scale) lead-
ing to emittance growth.

- 17 -



Given AE, ko, the focusing constant ki with space
charge, and the radius ai of the initial stationary beam
radius, one can calculate the final stationary beam ra-
dius a/ from the equation

where

Approximation for aj — a,- <C az:

h

By comparing the envelope equations for final and ini-
tial stationary beams, one obtains the emittance growth

Approximation for a/ — ai <; a,-:

- 18 -



Free Energy Parameter for Different Cases

(a) Nonuniform space charge U = nonuniform field energy

Agrees with previous Reiser. Struckmeier. Wangler theory
i f CLf — CLi.

(b) Mismatched beam

QQ = 2 x RMS waist radius at injection
h = hm

2 k$ \aQ ) 2 V ax) \ h)

(c) Off-centered beam

xc = displaced center point at injection

kc = focusing constant of coherent oscillations of
beam centroid.

h-h-^fe
a- ko
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Mismatched Gaussian Beam in
Uniform Focusing Channel

Comparison ci new tneon* with simulation i A. Cucchetti.
M. Reiser. T. Wrangler. Paper at PAC 1991)

Parameters: hjkq = 0.3 (tune depression)
ao/cii = 0.5 (mismatch)

Q) = 0.1212 (Gaussian profile)

Theory: hm — 0.3907 (mismatch energy;
hs = 0.0276 (nommiform field energy)

h = hm + hs = 0.4183 (total free energyj
a/fen = 1.279. efjet = 3.637

Simulation: a//<2: = 1.232. e//€£ = 3.326

Field energy* difference

=(!L) _ ( £ ) =0.1212- 0.2497 =-0.12S5
\WOJ i \WQJ f

Theory with A(7 correction:

= hm -r ,̂.COrr = 0.3615
cif/a, = 1.248. €f/e, = 3.356

within ~ 1'/?, of simulation result
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EXPERIMENTS, COMPARISON WITH
THEORY AND SIMULATION

Focusing by a Single Solenoid Lens

• Single-Beam Transport through a Periodic

Solenoid Channel

Multiple Beam Transport Experiments

- 22 -
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Solenoid Lens in UM Experiment

!

IRON PLATE

\

fa)

Analytical formula for magnetic field on the axis:

B{z)=Bq-

with d = 3.24 cm and a = 4.40 cm
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SCHEMATIC OF ELECTRON BEAM TRANSPORT EXPERIMENT

ro

DIAGNOSTIC
CHAMBER

EMITTANCE MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM

INJECTOR SOLENOID CHANNEL

VIEW PORT

ROGOWSKI ROGOWSKI
Coil DIAGNOSTIC c O i L

CHAMBER

FINAL DIAGNOSTIC
CHAMBER

SYSTEM LENGTH: 5 METERS
PERIOD LENGTH: 13.6 METERS
SOLENOID WIDTH; 0.6 CM
PIPI RADIUS; 1.66 CM

ROGOWSKI COIL GAPS LOCATED AFTER LENSES:
C1, C9, C14, C22, C2B, AND C38

LONG BEAM EXPERIMENT PARAMETERS: 6 KV, 0.24 A, 2l 'S
PULSE LENGTH, 60 HZ REP RATE
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SCHEMATIC OF MUT TTPI.E - BEAM EXPERIMENT

Electron Gun
Diagnostic

Ion Pumps P o r t

Matching t Channel
Lens 1

Mirror

Beam
Mask Phosphor

Screen

CCD
Camera

-\—I—I—h -I r-Z (cm)
10 20 30

b = pipe radius = 14.0 mm

a = beamiet radius = 1.19 mm

6 = 3a = 3.57 mm
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Multiple Beam Experiment at UMD

Comparison of new theory with simulation (H. Rudd. I. Haber: and
experiment.

(a) Matched Beam

Theory: kt/kQ = 0.3. ^ = 0.256
ao/oi = 1.0. hs - 0.06

—» af/a.i = 1.055. €f/et = 1.56

Excellent agreement with simulation and experiment.

(b) Mismatched Beam

Theory: kt/k0 = 0.3. hs = 0.06
aa/at = 0.5. hm - 0.39
h = hm -r h* = 0.45

—<• afjax = 1.3. 6f/et = 3.8

Simulation: a.f/a, ss 1.3. €/•/€, % 4.3

Good agreement in af/a,. but theoretical value of e/-/e, is ~ 12VT-
lower than simulation. This is due to the fact rhat the initial
beamlet configuration is not axially symmetric and has a larger
amount of field enersp' rhan an equivalent, axisvmmerrir distri-
bution that is assumed in the cheorv.
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Matched Beam

z = 30.6 em
Nxil

2 x 44.2 cm
N * 1

z = 85.0 cm
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Matched Beam

z x 9H i, cm

z * 193.8 cm
N« 12

* 524.2 cm
N«36
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Simulation results for rms matched 5-beamlet case
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Excellent agreement between theory, simulation, and experiment.
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Mismatched Beam

z » 30.6 cm
N s o

z ' 44.2 cm
N . 1

* 85.0 cm
N <4
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Mismatched Beam

z = W.6 cm
N = 5

z= l«.S<:
N = 12

z = 524.2 cm
N = 3ft
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Phase space and parciciti density pices for m smashed beam at 520 cm

(end DC U ot Md iransport channel I

33.0 3S.II

halo

beam core

matched beam density profile

for comparison

See Paoer ERA 20 'Kehne, Seiser. Sudd>
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CONCLUSIONS

• The behavior of nonstationary (nonuniform, mis-
matched, off-centered) Yearns in a linear focusing
channel has been studied.

• A new theoretical model of emittance growth in
nonstationary beams has been developed. It ex-
tends the previous model of nonuniform charge
distributions to include rms-mismatched and off-
centered beams and a change of the beam radius
[M. Reiser, J. Appl. Phys. 70 (4), 1919 (1991)].

• Such nonstationary beams have a higher total en-
ergy per particle than the equivalent stationary
beam. The excess "free energy" AE can cause
emittance growth.

• Emittance growth due to "thermalization" of free
energy occurs when nonlinear forces (e.g. nonuni-
form space charge) or collisions are present in the
system. Emittance growth does not occur in an
ideal (unrealistic) uniform beam (K-V distribu-
tion).

- 40 -



• Simulation studies at Los Alamos (Cucchetti. Reiser.
Wangler) with thermal and Gaussian beam dis-
tributions in a continuous linear channel for a
wide range of parameters show excellent agree-
ment with theory (within a few percent).

• Predictions of the theory are also in good agree-
ment with simulation studies and experiments of
mismatched beam transport in the University of
Maryland periodic solenoid channel (Kehne, Reiser,
Rudd).

Simulation and experiment reveal two time scales
for the emittance growth process:

1. Free energy due to charge nonuniformity ther-
malizes in a quarter of a plasma oscillation pe-
riod.

2. Free energy due to mismatch thermalizes in one
or more betatron oscillation periods.

Mismatch is identified as a major cause of "halo"
formation.
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Importance of coupling (interplay) between theory,
simulation and experiment in obtaining an under-
standing of beam physics was demonstrated:

Theory: possible emittance growth,
scaling with beam parameters

Simulation: time scale (distance) and other
dynamic details of emittance
growth (e.g. halo formation)

Experiment: observed images helped in improving
simulation; almost missed "halo"
seen in simulation.

Remarkably good agreement between theory, simu-
lation and experiment!
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RADIO-FREQUENCY BEAM CONDITIONER FOR FAST-WAVE

FREE-ELECTRON GENERATORS OF COHERENT RADIATION

Andrew M. Sessler and David H. Whittum(a)

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California 94720

Li-Hua Yu

Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

A method for conditioning electron beams is proposed, making use of the
TM210 mode of microwave cavities, to reduce the axial velocity spread within the
beam, in order to enhance gain in resonant electron beam devices, such as the free-
electron laser (FEL). Effectively, a conditioner removes the restriction on beam
emittance. The conditioner is analyzed using a simple model for beam transport
and ideal RP cavities. Analysis of an FEL is employed to evaluate performance with
reduced axial velocity spread. Examples of FELs are presented showing the distinct
advantage of conditioning.
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The performance of fast-wave resonant electron devices for the production of
coherent radiation, such as free-electron lasers (FED or cyclotron auto-resonant
masers (CARM), is limited by the intrinsic spread in longitudinal velocity of the
electrons.^'23,4 p o r th e purpose of this note we limit the discussion to FELs. In
practice, to limit the spread in longitudinal velocity the energy spread and the
emittance of the electron beam are carefully limited. In fact, it is the very difficulty
of reducing these two features of a beam, while still maintaining high beam current,
which produces the limit on gain in fast wave devices. Often electron beam sources
have the feature that the energy spread of the particles is exceedingly small. In this
work, we shall consider only this situation.

Small energy spread, alone, is not enough to make a fast-wave device work
optimally, for the non-zero angular spread of the beam, measured by its emittance,
produces longitudinal velocity spread; i.e., "effective energy spread". However, one
can consider a device, placed between the accelerator producing the electron beam
and the fast-wave coherent radiation generator, that "conditions the beam"; i.e.,
converts the beam to particles all moving with the same longitudinal velocity. Such
a device need not "cool" the beam; i.e., the phase volume after the device can equal
that before the device, but it builds upon the fact that the beam has a very small
energy spread and "pushes phase space around"; i.e., introduces a tight correlation
between transverse oscillation energy and total particle energy. In this note v/e
analyze the performance of such a device, and show that it can significantly increase
the gain in fast-wave devices.

In Ref (1) it is shown that FEL behavior is governed by the equation

(2)
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provided

pku
«1

(3)

In this formula, £ is the electromagnetic field, the wiggler wave number is k~.. tlv
betatron wave number is kp, and the central beam energy is y^mc2. Resonance at thi>
signal wave number kT occurs when y= yr. The FEL parameter is p and qn is the

Fourier transform variable of £, = (kr + kw) Z- VQ t. The variables k = kp/ku, r = ^2k$k^.
R, R is the radial coordinate, and p =

The usual inequalities for FEL behavior are obtained from Eq. (1) by requiring
that the energy spread and the emittance effect are small. Thus
2 (.TTO)/70 « 2p, (1/4) (k*r2+p2) « 2p, or

-
7 (4)

£ « (5)

where e = kpR1, the emittance, and a, the energy spread, have been introduced. Eq.

(1) now becomes

(6)

where W(T> is dependent only upon r.

Transverse effects can be ignored if 7 , « 2p, which is
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LRay » Lcaxn (7)

where L&,,, = ksR
2 and Lcain = ̂ /2pkw The usual inequalities are Eqs. (3), (4), (5), (7),

which result from taking fa =fy ((y-Yo)/"yn. (1/4) (p2+k2r2)) having a small spread in its
two arguments.

For a conditioner we have

1 D 2 (8)

still having a small spread in its two arguments, but now we have introduced a
correlation between total energy and transverse energy. In this case it is obvious,
from Eq. (2), that rhere is no longer a restriction on transverse energy. Thus FEL
behavior is only limited by the inequalities Eqs. (3), (4) and (7). In the microwave
range, where there is a wave guide, only the conditions of Eqs. (3) and (4) remain.

A device, or "conditioner", that introduces a correlation between transverse
oscillation amplitude and particle energy is shown in Fig. 1. It consists of a focusing
FODO channel and suitably phased RF cavities operating in the TM210 mode. For a

FODO channel, and in the thin-lens approximation, in the absence of RF cavities a
matched beam will have maximum (x2)+ at the focusing lenses and minimum <x2).

at the defocusing lenses where, in terms of the lens strength / and separation L we

have

e*4< (9)
2/+L

where ex is the beam emittance. The orthogonal (y2) will be exactly the same, but (y2)

will be largest at tha defocusing lenses.
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Since in the TM2<o mode, at the appropriate phase, Shere is predominantly Ez,
and no deflecting fields (we ignore fringe fields), to a good approximation a particle
passing through the RF cavity at the focusing lens has its transverse motion
unaffected, but gains energy Ay+ = a (x2 - y2), with a a constant that depends on
cavity parameters. Similarly, with a 180° phase change, at the defocusing lens Ay. =

-a (x2 - y2). It is clear that in passing through N periods of a conditioner, a particle of
initial amplitude of oscillation characterized by emittance e and initial pha^c <pnx and
<pov vvill gain energy

Ay= ae £ & sin2[nu + % J - ft. sin2|nu + % y j |

- « £ S \P-sin2[na + u/2 + % J - p + sin2|nu + u/2 + <ft,yjJ

(10)

where fi, the phase advance for a period is given by cos /i = 1 - 2 i-2//2. If the

conditioner has an infinite number of periods, is "perfect", then

N . (11)

There results an averaging over oscillations, as we expected, so that energy, 4y, is
exactly correlated with amplitude of oscillation, e. The requirement for a
conditioner is given by Eq. (8) and results in

(12)
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where the first factor only contains FEL parameters, and the second only conditioner
parameters.

In practice, a conditioner has only a finite number of periods. How many
periods are necessary to obtain a rather good averaging; i.e., for particles to be mostly
at the extreme of oscillations when going through the RF cavities? A bit of analysis
shows that for N periods the maximum deviation of Ay is:

Ay

Ay\
-1

perfect

sin Nu

Nsin u
cos-* -

1/2

(13)

so that the spread in energy drops off inversely with N and can be made zero if N/J. is
a multiple of jr.. As a good practical example, L = 50 cm, / = 100 cm, n = 0.505, /3+ =
258 cm, /?_ = 155 cm, and for N = 6 we have Ayl Ay\perfect = 5.2 x 10~2 so that with only
6 periods the induced correlation is good to 5%, which for the examples given is a
negligible correction.

A complete analysis of an FEL with conditioner, such analysis taking into
account energy spread, emittance and focusing of the electron beam, and the
diffraction and guiding of the radiation, may be given following the work of Yu,
Krinsky and Gluckstern.5 In fact, the analysis results in the same scaling laws. The
only change is to delete the term 3is (K/D) (kre) in Eq. (10) of Ref. 5. Now Fig. 1 of
Ref. 5 is replaced with Fig. 2 of this Letter. Thus the e-folding length of the electric
field, Lc, is given by

= DG
'jD'kJD' (14)

where, in terms of the wiggler parameter K, and the beam current J
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Kmcl 1 + K2

1/2

[//] < (15)

and the factor [//], a difference of Besel functions is given in Ref. 5, but is close to
unity. The dependence of G upon its first three arguments is given in Fig. 2. For all
cases the detuning was taken as zero; i.e., [(co - cor)/corD] = 0. (The gain was close to
optimum for zero detuning.) With the formula for Lc and Fig. 2 one can readiK
evaluate the performance of an FEL with conditioned beam.

Some examples of a conditioner are given in Table I. The examples have
been arrived at by using the scaling laws and then checked by numerical simulation
(they gave the same result). The parameters of the examples are all realistic; the
beam current, energy spread, and emittance in the examples corresponds to less
demanding performance than that of the LANL photo cathode gun.6 The amount
of conditioning required, Ay|c, which is the average energy increment across the
beam, is given by Aye = kskp£n/2 kw, and is indicated in Table I. It can be seen that
gain from conditioning is considerable; for example, in the infra red (10 ^m)
example the gain length is reduced by a factor of 5, while in the ultra-violet example
the energy of the beam is reduced by a factor of 3 (thereby reducing the cost of the
accelerator by essentially the same factor) while the gain length is reduced by more
than a factor of 2 (thus reducing the cost of the wiggler by this factor). The saving in
cost is even larger than these numbers indicate, for with the shorter wiggler, magnet
errors are less important and therefore manufacturing tolerances are reduced.

In the analysis of this paper, and in all the examples, the betatron wavelength
X(j has been determined by the "natural" focusing of the FEL. That doesn't have to
be the case and, in particular, ion focusing (the use of a plasma) can be used to
decrease X[j.3 Such reduction is quite advantageous, for FEL performance, but is
limited by the very condition, on the emittance, that a conditioner removes.
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If X.p is reduced by an ion channel, one can design a conditioner so that the
average longitudinal velocity spread across the beam is zero, but there will still be
oscillations (at'frequency 2kpc) in the longitudinal velocity. In Table II we have
presented examples whose performance has been evaluated under the assumption
that longitudinal velocity modulations are unimportant. (Numerical simulation
confirms the essential correctness of the assumption.) The example of the 30 A FEL
operates in the "water window" where wet biological samples are transparent and
where an intense coherent source would be of great interest for imaging.
Presumably such a short wavelength FEL is obtained by seeding a 1000 A FEL at (say)
3000 A with an excimer or dye laser and then cascading FELs. The second example
in Table II, based upon the proposed Brookhavcn National Laboratory VUV Facility,
is a set of parameters which might be used to experimentally study conditioning and
ion focusing. Operation at very short wavelengths requires two things which have
not yet been achieved, but which appear lo bo possible; namely, operation of a
conditioner and operation of an FEL with ion focusing.

This work was supported by the U.S. department of Energy under Contract
Numbers DE-AC03-76SF00098 and DE-AC02-76CH00016, the Japan Society for the
Promotion of Science, and the National Laboratory for High Energy Physics (KEK).
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Table I. Parameters for a 10 pm, 300 A and 500 A FEL, with, and without, a conditioner. For each case the

wiggler wavelength (A^) was varied and determined so that the growth length (Lg) was minimum.
10 nm 3000 A 500 A

10 urn FEL with FEL with FEL with
FEL conditioner 3000 A FEL conditioner 500 A FEL conditioner

Electron Beam
Energy Yomc2 (MeV)

Electron Bean\
Peak Current I (A)

Electron Beam Normalized
Emittance en (rms) (m)

Electron Beam Betatron
Wave-length Xp (m)

Electron Beam
Radius (rms) (mm)

Electron Beam Energy
Spread o7y (rms)

Wiggler Wave-length
2n/kw (cm)

Maximum Magnetic
Field B (T)

Power e-folding
Length Lc/2 (m)

Beam conditioning (rms)
AVr/mc2 (MeV)

54.2

300

8xl0-47i

8.91

4.6

4.4xlO-4

8.0

0.25

7.95

54.2

300

8xlO"4n

8.91

4.6

4.4xlO'4

8.0

0.25

1.58

0.12

483

300

5x10-5 jt

20.1

0.58

4.4xl0"4

4.8

1.0

3.09

...

153

300

5x10-5 jt

12.4

0.81

4.4xlO4

2.8

0.52

1.38

0.61

1004

300

2X10-5JI

33.5

0.33

4,4xlO-4

3.7

1.26

•t M

304

300

2xlO-5jt

19.2

0.46

4.4xlO-4

2.0

0.66

2.12

0.67



Table II. Parameters for a "water window" FEL assuming one can have ion focusing and a conditioned beam.
Parameters are also given for an experiment at the proposed DNL facility.

Electron Beam
Energy Y()iT»c2 (MeV)

Electron Beam Peak
Current I (A)

Electron Beam
Normalized Emit-
lance En (rms) (m)

Electron Beam
Betatron Wave-
length Xp (m)

Electron Beam Radius
(rms) (mm)

Electron Beam Energy
Spread a/y (rms)

Wiggler Wavelength
2n/kw (cm)

Maximum Magnetic
Field B (T)

Power e-folding Length
Lc/2 (m)

Beam conditioning
(mis) AYr/mc2(McV)(">

30 A FEL

1562

80

2x10-6 n

82.9

0.13

4.4x10-4

2.3

0.79

25.6

30 A FEL with
plasma focusing and

conditioning

1240

80

2x10-6 n

0.62

0.013

4.4x10-4

2.0

0.66

1.54

17.3

VUV facility
1000 A FEL

250

300

8x10-6*

14.0

0.27

4.4x10-4

2.2

0.75

1.07

Experiment 1000 A
FEL with plasma

focusing and
conditioning

250

30

8xlO-6jt

0.23

0.035

4.4x10-4

2.2

0.75

0.76

6.2

i

in

1

For strong ion focusing, Ayc is |>ivcn by 1/2 of (lie formuin used in Tnblo I.



Figure Captions

Fig. 1. A diagram showing the location of the beam conditioner (la), and then

showing one period of the conditioner (lb). A period consists of two

focusing lenses (each of strength f/2), two defocusing lenses (each of

strength -f/2), and three RF cavities each operating in the TMIIP mode.

Fig. 2. Scaling functions versus scaled emittance for several values of kp/kwD

corresponding to scaled energy spreads (a) a/D = 0, (b) a/D = 0.1 and

(c) a/D = 0.2.
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WAKE-FIELD AND SPACE CHARGE EFFECTS ON

HIGH BRIGHTNESS BEAMS - CALCULATIONS AND

MEASURED RESULTS FOR THE LASER EXCITED

PHOTOELECTRONS AT BNL-ATF

Zohreh Parsa

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Upton, New York 11973

Abstract.

We discuss the formalism used to study the effects of the interactions be-

tween the highly charged particles and the fields in the accelerating struc-

ture, including space charge and wake fields. Some of our calculations and

numerical simulation results obtained for the Brookhaven National Labo-

ratory (BNL) high-brightness photoelectron beam at the Accelerator Test

Facility (ATF) and the measured data at ATF are also included.

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy.
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I. Introduction

The effects of the interaction between the highly charged particles and the fields in an

accelerating structure are discussed. In Section II, we present an overview of formalism

used to study the behavior of the field and the dynamics of the highly charged bunch

of particles in presence of an accelerating field, space charge forces (due to self field of

the bunch), and the wake field (arising from the interaction of the cavity surface and

the self field of the bunch). Since high-brightness, laser-driven radio-frequency (rf) guns,

are potential sources of high-current, low-emittance and short-bunch beams of electrons

for application to new methods of acceleration and FELs in section III we discuss the

calculated results and numerical simulations for the example of the BNL photocathode

gun at ATF. Where To achieve high brightness and rapid acceleration, an rf gun operating

at 2.856 GHz, with 1-1/2 cells, ir- mode resonant, disc-loaded structure (with cathode

placed at the start of the first 1/2 cell), has been designed [Fig. 6] and operated as the

injector for the two 5-band linac sections at the BNL Accelerator Test Facility (ATF). In

section IV, the measured data from the BNL Accelerator Test Facility is also included.

Preliminary data from ATF indicate after illuminating the cathode with a pulse of 0.1

mJ/cm2 (reached in 10 ps) an "enhanced" emission mode is set, during which time (50 ns)

a large amount of charge is generated and accelerated in the gun after which time the gun

energy is depleted. The mechanism and the damage to the cathode is under investigation

at ATF.

A summary and references are given in sections V and VI followed by the Figure

captions in section VII.
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II. Formalism

In this section, we present an overview of the formalism used to study the inter-

action of charged particle bunches with the fields inside the accelerating structures.

In that consider the motion of highly charged bunches of electrons in an axisymmet-

rical Electromagnetic field. The wave equation can be presented as two uncoupled

TE (E+, HT, Hz), and TM (ify, ET, Ez) sets of equations given below:

dz2+rdr

TE-like set:

c
2 dt2

hz2 + dr2 c2 dt2 dr

dt (1)

TM-like set:

r c2 9t2

3Jr

dz
(2)

3z2
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where J+ is the driving current for the TE type field and Jr and Jz are the

driving current for the TM type fields.

Thus, an initial driving current T = (Jr(r, z, t), Jz{r, z, t)) in presence of a TM-

field, (Hf, ET, Ez), form a "self-consistent" set of equations:

- - ^ = - V * 7 ,3)

and (the particle trajectory in the TM-Field can be found from1 the Lorentz force

equations

Where TT= (vT,vz), the fields

E = E(r,z,t), H = H(r,z,t), and the source J = J(r,z,t) and ~p'= ~J?(r,z,t)

are axisymmetrical.

The driving current is due to the motion of the bunch of particles around the

axis of cavity, and since the driving current must be axisymmetrical, the particles

(of the bunch) can only move in the r - z plane. Thus, their charge density and

current are the same as those produced by "rings of charge" centered on - axis i.e.

they can move axially or expand radially. Thus, the interaction between the beam

and the cavity is described by the scalar equation:

3JX dJr ...
r-d7-r-dz- ( 5 )

which gives the time evolution of the fields. With the pseudoscalar potential

<j> = TH+ and H+ = H+(r,z,t).

There are various ways of solving these equations. One way is to use the stan-

dard Finite Difference Method (FDM) that allows the transform of the differential

problems into algebraic ones, via the discretization of the operators (left side of eq.
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5) and functions (4>, JT, Jz), over a mesh. In that one solves simultaneously the

equations for the field propagation and the equation of motion for the particles.

Where the effects of the EM interactions on the beam dynamics properties, such
as emittance, energy spreads, etc., can be obtained [1] by knowing the field H$ at

each mesh point. For example, the equation can be integrated with respect to the

standard Runge-Kutta method for a given charge distribution e.g. with

lit* In* V tr* I fH\

(6)

The corresponding current densities are:

These guarantees gauge invariance (V • E — p/e — 0) and satisfy the continuity

equation.

In Eqs. (5-7), <TT,<TZ are the charge and coordinates of the i-th particle, /?xi and

/?l|j are the radial and axial components of the i-th particle beta, respectively, and

Jo and I\ are the zrroth and first-order modified Bessel functions of the first kind,

(additional formulation is given in [1]).

For clarity, we state the emittance definitions used in our analysis given in the

next section. Normalized transverse emittance (ejf) = y/x2p*. — (x pE)3, and rms

transverse emittance = y/x2xl2 — (x x'2). (For a discussion of emittance includ-

ing higher order-moments, see [3]). The normalized beam brightness is defined as

= Jp/87r(cjy)2 where Ip is the peak current.
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III . BEAM ANALYSIS - ATF INJECTION SYSTEM

The Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is an

experimental Facility for accelerator and beam physics experiments. A major research

interest is in the interaction of laser driven photoelectrons with the electromagnetic fields.

ATF's injection system consist of a photoelectron gun and a low energy transport beamline

(LET). The LET beamline consists of two sets of quadrupole triplets and a 180 degrees

achromatic double bend. The photoelectrons are ejected from a photocathode rf gun in to

the transport beam line and then accelerated through 2 S - band LINAC sections to 50 and

100 MeV [2]. Figures 1-6 show the schematics of the Brookhaven Accelerator Test Facility

(ATF) and its components (Fig. 1); ATF injection system (Fig. 4), photoelectron Gun

(Fig. 5), the Nd:YAG laser system (Fig. 6), linacs and experimental beam lines (Figs. 2

and 3).

The BNL gun operating at 2.856 GHz, consists of a 1-1/2 cells, TT- mode resonant,

disc-loaded structure with a metal photocathode at the midplane of its first cell. It has

an inner diameter of 83.08 mm, and total length of 78.75 mm where the first cell length is

2.625 cm, and the second cell length is 5.250 cm, with aperture radius of 1 cm. The gun

is powered by a conventional, SLAC klystron and is designed to produce a low-emittance

beam of 4.65 MeV at the exit of the gun, with a 100 MV/m field on cathode (i.e., an

average axial gradient of 66.6 MV/m).

The laser system used to excite the Photocathode is a Spectra-Physics CW (1064nm)

Nd:YAG laser oscillator, mode locked to the 81.6 MHz rf reference source, with a feedback

system to reduce the pulse jitter to less than 1 ps. This is followed by fiber chirping, com-

pression and amplification stagss to produce a chain of up to 200 microbunches, separated

by 12.25 ns. This system can amplify and produce a train of electron bunches suitable for

free-electron laser operation.

The linac consists of two ir/3 - mode, 3.05 m long, disc loaded, travelling wave SLAC

linear accelerator sections that was produced at IHEP, Beijing, China. The gun and the

linac are driven by the same XK5 klystron, delivering about 25 MW of peak power with a

3.5 micro-second pulse at 2.856 GHz [2].
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Beam Analysis

In this section we present some of our calculations and simulation results obtained

for initial designed specifications as well as for those indicated by the preliminary mea-

surements at the BNL Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) [1]. With the standard design

parameters: laser spot size <rT = 3 mm, laser pulse width <rz = 2ps (0.6 mm), charge of

1.0 nC, Eo = 100 MV/m on the cathode in Figures I - VI (with initial phases <f>0 = 55°,

00 = 63°, </>o = 75°, (po = 45° respectively), we show the beam energy, transverse emittance

(eipir mm mrad), the bunch rms length [in mm], rms radius, longitudinal emittance (e^),

peak current [in A] etc. at the gun exit. These Figures illustrate the propagation of the

bunch self field produced by the bunch as well as the image charge (i.e. the interaction

between the bunch charge and current with the cathode surface). Wake field effects (i.e the

interaction with the cavity surface) at various points along the cavity are also illustrated,

e.g. see the radial electric field plots. These Figures also illustrate the dependance of the

beam parameters on the initial phase angle, which can be used as a method for controlling

the beam parameters at the gun exit (see Figure 5), e.g. emittance growth.

In Figures VII, with laser spot size <rr = 1.25 mm, laser pulse width <rz = 2ps (0.6

mm), charge of 0.9 nC, EQ = 100 MV/m, and initial phase (<j>o) = 50°, we obtain the

maximum energy (4.21 MeV) and minimum transverse emittance (e^ = 9.8 IT mm mrad)

at the gun exit (z ~ 98 mm). The bunch rms length is 1.077 mm, rms radius is 3.17 mm,

longitudinal emittance (e^) is 4.55 mm mrad and peak current is 188 A. After magnetic

compression, the bunch rms length reduces to 0.967 mm and peak current increases to

212 A. The ranges of the exit parameters for the gun, with respect to changes in the initial

phase ^Oj are given in Fig. VII-(l-2). The behavior of the beam (including rf, space charge

and wake-field effects) are shown in Figs. VI-(3-7), at various points along the cavity. In

Fig. VII-(3-4), the electric components of the bunch self-field are shown, where the change

in the axial position of the peak in the radial electric field (dashed lines) with the increase

in radius is due to the wake-field effect.

In Figures VIII-X variations in the standard parameters (noted above) are used as

indicated by the recent measurements at ATF [1], including smaller values of <rr and larger
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values of <rz. In these analysis we included the effects of the wake-field on the beam in

addition to the rf and space charge forces. These Figures illustrate the dependance of

the beam emittance on the initial phase angle. Thus by using the correct initial phase

angle one can avoid or reduce the emittance growth (or emittance blowup) and obtain the

optimum beam parameters e.g. at the gun exit.

Table I gives the dependance of the beam parameters at the gun exit on the charge

and laser pulse lengths. In our calculations, the effects of the rf, space-charge and the

interactions between the charged e-beam and the accelerating cavity (wake-fields) were

included. Comparison of the beam parameters e.g. emittance in Fig. (XIII-6, IX-6, X-6),

further illustrates the dependance of the beam parameters on the charge and laser pulse

length.

Table 1. Beam exit parameters for the BNL photocathode gun.

Field on cathode {Eo, [MV/m])

Laser pulse length (<rx, [ps])

Charge (Q, [nC])

RMS radius [mm]

RMS div. [mrad]

Trans, emittance [mm-mrad]

Long, emittance [mm-mrad]

Bunch rms length (L, [mm])

L after mag. comp. [mm]

Peak current (I, [A])

I after mag. comp. [A]

Bunch ave. kinetic energy [MeV]

62

10

0.9

2.698

18.3

11.91

317.

6.614

1.56

32.59

148

2.355

62

5

2

3.042

21.3

8.71

30.5

2.693

0.958

76.8

241

2.573

62

5

0.9

3.487

0.265

17.064

32.65

2.696

0.997

170.9

517

2.573

62

2

0.9

3.465

25.5

14.03

2.43

0.963

0.958

206

189

2.606
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In Figure XI, we present the results obtained with program PARMELA [4] for initial

average axial electric field of 66.6 MV/m, laser pulse length of az = 2.06 degrees (2Ps),

<rT = 3mm radius (design values) with the inclusion of space charge and image charges

on the cathode. And in Figure XII, for the recent measured data with laser pulse length

<r2 = 5Ps and ay = 1.25mm. A Gaussian shape is assumed for the distribution in both the

radial and time dependance of the laser beam.

Earlier PARMELA results (as well as our other calculations) showed that the beam

was too large through the beam line which resulted in a large emittance growth and a large

beam loss. This analysis shows that a change in the 90° bends can improve the transport

system which results in reduced emittance growth and eliminates the beam loss. The Pole

pieces and perhaps the coils would be changed to provide some vertical focussing of the

beam at the entrance and exit of the magnet. (Alternatively the pole pieces could be

tapered to give a bending magnet with a nonuniform field to provide the required vertical

focussing.)

The existing magnets have a 0° edge angle which means the beam enters and exits the

magnets perpendicular to the magnet. The fringe field of the magnets cause the beam to

bend slightly before the beam actually enters the magnet causing a vertical defocussing

of the beam at the entrance and exit of each magnet. Also the two quad singlets which

focus in the horizontal direction defocus in the vertical direction. In the present transport

system the only vertical focussing elements are the two quad triplets before and after the

bending system. Thus the beam gets too large in the vertical direction in this bending

system even without space charge. Space charge only makes this condition worse. The

modifications to the bending magnets is the addition of an 11° pole face rotation on the

entrance and exits of the 90° bending magnets [4].

In Figs. XI and XII, Parameters were calculated from the cathode (labeled as element

ne = 1) through the transport beam line to (element ne = 27) the linac entrance. For

clarity, ne = 1,2,3,27 corresponds to "cathode", "lst(l/2) cell", and "2nd(l/2) cell" and

linac entrance respectively, Where number of particles are labeled as (rap). The units are

given for length (z) in [cm], emittance in [ir cm - mrad], and energy w in [MeV].
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IV. MEASURED DATA

The ATF photocathode gun (Fig. 5) consists of a 1 1/2 cell 7r-mode cavity where the

1st cell length is 2.625 cm, and the 2nd cell length is 5.250 cm. With aperture of lcm

(radius) and with an inner diameter of 83.08 mm and total length of 78.75 mm. The gun

is powered by a SLAC klystron and is designed to produce a low emittance beam of 4.65

MeV at the gun exit. With maximum field on the cathode of 100 Mv/m, aT = 3mm,

az = 2ps, the cavity Q of 11,900, shunt impedance of 57 Mohm/m and the stored energy

of about 4 Joules. A copper photocathode is used and is placed at the midplane of its

first cell, (i.e. at the backplane of the first 1/2 cell of the rf gun). Copper has a quantum

efficiency of about 10~4 and a work function of 4.3 eV. The cathode was illuminated with

a frequency quadrupled NdrYAG laser with photon energy of 4.65 eV.

Preliminary measurements for the BNL laser-driven rf gun, are shown in Figures XIII-

(1-6). The measurements indicated a larger value for the laser pulse length cz > 5 ps than

the 2 ps design value, and a constant emittance value ~ 4 mm-mrad when the charge was

varied from 0.2 to 2.0 nC, at peak fields of 50 to 80 MV/m. (In some cases the pulse length

could have been up to 60 ps, the laser system is being investigated.)

It was also observed [1] that after illuminating the cathode with a pulse of 0.1 mJ/cm2

(reached in about 10 ps), an ("enhanced") emission mode set in during which (after 5 ns

of build up time) a large amount of charge was generated and accelerated in the gun for 50

ns, after which the gun energy was reduced (lost). The mechanism, damage to the cathode

is being investigated.

Our analysis of the preliminary data [1] shows the damage to the copper cathode

partially may be due to the increase in the laser pulse width from the designed value of

2ps to the actual (measured) values of up to 60 ps. Further, analysis of previous results

and experiments (e.g. see [10-14]), indicate that the large amount of charge (referred to as

Super charge) observed at ATF may not be from production of photoelectrons but more

likely is due to a plasma formation from irradiating the copper cathode with the laser

pulses of up to 60 ps. As noted above the damage to the cathode and the laser system is

being investigated at ATF.



In Section III, we showed numerical simulation of the exit beam parameters for (a few)

different pulse lengths, as well as different charges, which illustrates the dependance of the

emittance on the charge and laser pulse length.

The BNL rf-gun started operation in 1990. The peak momentum of 4.6 MeV/c, was

obtained with 6.2 MW of rf power in the gun. Other parameters such as charge of up to

2.0 nC, peak current of 133 A, and emittance of 4 ir mm mrad were also measured |1],

(these measured data came from different runs).

The electron beam (transverse) emittance is measured with profile monitors PMl and

PM2 (for momentum dispersed beam) or PM3 and PM4 (for momentum recombine beam),

shown in Figure 4. The emittance growth due to the injection system can be seen from

the measurements obtained with PM3 and PM4 monitors. The emittance shown in Figure

XIII are obtained by quadrupole variation method. That is by varying the strength of

the quadrupole that proceeds the profile monitor and by observing the variations in the

corresponding spot size on the same monitor. We need more data (after some of the laser

etc. problems are resolved), for a comparison with theory and simulation results.*

We acknowledge and thank members of ATF including K. Batchelor, J. Fisher, P.

Russel and J. Xie for discussions and providing plots and information on the ATF

preliminary data. Special thanks to Dr. J. Xie for providing information and copies of

many papers including those listed in Ref. 10-14 which we used in our analysis of the

ATF data.
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V. SUMMARY

The formulation and the beam-analysis presented here, include the wake-field effects

in addition to the rf and space-charge forces. We presented some analysis for the BNL rf

gun photoelectron beam and illustrated interactions between the charged particles and the

accelerating fields in the cavity. Using the design parameters we varied the initial phase

and showed the dependance of the beam parameters (e.g. emittance) on the initial phase

angle. These results can be used as a method for controlling the beam emittance growth

(e.g. to reduce or correct emittance blowup at the gun exit).

For the ATF design parameters, Figure VI shows the maximum energy and minimum

emittance are obtained with initial launch phase of 55 degrees. In addition to the initial

design parameters we used a smaller radius than the design value of 3.00 mm to reduce

the beam loss at the gun exit. This smaller value was also indicated by the preliminary

measurements at ATF. We also varied the initial phase angle and found the optimum

injection phase values (e.g. for this case <J>Q = 50°) which minimizes the rf-field-induced

ernittance blowup at the gun exit, and results in the optimum values for the beam exit

parameters [see Fig. VII] and the normalized beam brightness that is of interest for the

FEL-experiments. Our calculations and simulations, illustrates the physical effects that are

real when accelerating electrons and show the interactions between the charged particles

and the rf, space-charge and wake fields shown in the Figures. Additional results are given

in References.

We also illustrated, that the variation in charge and or laser pulse length does effect

the exit parameters for the beam, (see Table I).

Our earlier analysis of the beam from the gun exit to the linac (see Fig 4) with program

PARMELA (as well as our other calculations) showed that the beam was too large through

the transport beam line which resulted in a large emittance growth and a large beam loss.

Our analysis shows that a change in the 90° bends can improve the transport system which

results in reduced emittance growth and eliminates the beam loss. The pole pieces and

perhaps the coils would be changed to provide some vertical focussing of the beam at the
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entrance and exit of the magnet. Alternatively the pole pieces could be tapered to give a

bending magnet with a nonuniform field to provide the required vertical focussing.

The existing magnets have a 0° edge angle which means the beam enters and exits the

magnets perpendicular to the magnet. The fringe field of the magnets cause the beam to

bend slightly before the beam actually enters the magnet causing a vertical defocussing

of the beam at the entrance and exit of each magnet. The modifications to the bending

magnets is the addition of an 11° pole face rotation on the entrance and exits of the 90°

bending magnets [4].

An alternative is to eliminate the transport line completely and place the gun directly

into the linac. In that we have studied various schemes. One that seems to be of interest

is to leave the present system as shown in Fig. 4, and add a second entry port (a straight

ahead injection line directly into the linac). E.g. place the gun (or a second gun, so the

present gun can be used as is) at the location of the 2nd dipole (shown in Fig. 4), with

a solenoid against the gun exit, followed by a quadrupole triplets into the linac [for more

info. e.g. see our subsequent notes on alternate injection system for ATFj.

We also presented some preliminary measurements for the BNL laser-driven rf gun (see

Fig. XIII). Which indicate a larger value of laser pulse length (trz > 5ps) than 2 ps design

value.

It was also observed [1] that after illuminating the cathode with a pulse of 0.1 mJ/cm2

(reached in about 10 ps), an ("enhanced") emission mode set in during which (after 5 ns

of build up time) a large amount of charge was generated and accelerated in the gun for

50 ns, after which the gun energy was reduced (lost).

Some of preliminary ATF data [1] indicated that the emittance (~ 4 mm-mrad) re-

mained constant, when the charge was varied from 0.2 to 2 nC. This may have been due to

the misalignment in the first quadrupole triplets [see Fig. 4], that is being corrected, and

due to errors in the calibrations and /or interpretation of the preliminary measurements.

Our results for the beam energy at the gun exit compares well with the preliminary

ATF data, (e.g. with Q, <rz,Eo given in column 2 of Table I), but predicts a larger range

of values (not a constant value) for the emittance (when the charge was varied from .2 to
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2 nC) at the position of the Profile monitors [Fig. 4], where the cmittance was measured.

Our analysis shows the effects of the variation in charge and also the variation in the laser

pulse length. Our results agrees with the experimental evidence, e.g. effects including the

recent observation and the severe damage to the copper cathode of the rf gun. Additional

information is given in references.
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VII. FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 Block diagram of the Brookhaven Accelerator Test Facility.

Figure 2 The ATF experimental hall, showing how the beam is deflected into one of the

three experimental beamlines.

Figure 3 Shows the ATF High-energy beamline.

Figure 4a Sketch of the BNL ATF injection system. The transport beamline from the

gun to the linac entrance showing the positions of the magnetic elements. The preliminary

emittance measurements were made at the profile monitors labeled as PM1, PM2.

Figure 4b Sketch of the BNL ATF injection system. The transport beamline from the

gun to the linac entrance is shown and labeled. This is the same set up as in Fig. 4a where

the elements are labeled.

Figure 5 Schematic plot of the BNL photocathode gun.

Figure 6 Block diagram of the ATF laser system.

Figure I—1 Shows plot of the r*H^ =const. lines for 1 nC case, total field. For the design

parameters with lOOMV/m, ^o = 55, at— 2 ps, and oy= 3mm.

Figure 1—2 Shows plot of charge density distributions as functions of z and R (given by

equations in section II).

Figure 1—3 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different radii,

(see equations in section III).

Figure 1-4 Shows plot of Ez (solid line) and ET (dashed lines) vs z. This Figure shows

the electric component of the bunch self field.

Figure 1-5 Shows plot of Ez (solid line) and Er (dashed lines) vs R.

Figure 1-6 Shows plot of H^ vs z. This Figure shows the effect of wake and bunch self -

fields.

Figure 1-7 Shows plot of H+ vs R.

Figure 1-8 Shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs z. Dashed line shows the normalized

emittance; Solid line shows the rms emittance; and the third curve (with longer dashes)

gives the normalized emittance associated with central slice of the bunch.
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Figure 1-9 Shows plot of Longitudinal Emittance vs z.

Figure 1-10 Shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid line) vs z.

Figure 1-11 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space.

Figure 1-12 Shows plot of Pr/mc vs R at Z Average position of 98.24 mm.

Figure 1-13 Shows plot of PT/mc vs R at Z Average position of 112.77 mm). Comparison

of this figure and Fig. 1-12, illustrates the change in the beam parameters (and emittance)

through a drift (e.g. (= 112.77 - 98.24 mm).

Figure 1-14 Shows plot of Px/mc vs z. The solid line is the rms ellipse.

Figure 1—15 Shows plot of the bunch and Rrmt vs z at Z.

Figure II—1 Shows plot of the r * H$ = const lines for 1 nC case, total field.

Figure II-2 Shows plot of the lines of self field produced by 1 nC bunch.

Figure II—3 Shows plot of the r * H+ = const lines for 1 nC case, total field, at output

phase of 103 degrees.

Figure II-4 Shows plot of Ez (solid line) and ET (dashed lines) vs z. This Figure shows

the electric component of the bunch self field.

Figure II—5 Shows plot of the magnetic component of the bunch self field (1 nC case) at

output phase of 123 degrees.

Figure II-6 Shows plot of Ez (solid line) and ET (dashed lines) vs z. This Figure shows

the electric component of the bunch self field.

Figure H—7 Shows plot of the magnetic component of the bunch self field (1 nC case) at

output phase of 153 degrees.

Figure II—8 Shows plot of Ez (solid line) and ET (dashed lines) vs z. This Figure shows

the electric component of the bunch self field. In this Figure the negative tail (from the

solid lines) is produced by the image charge and current (i.e. from the interactions between

the bunch charge and current with the cathode surface).

Figure II—8 Shows plot of charge density distributions as functions of z and R (given by

equations in section II).
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Figure 11-10 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different

radii, (see equations in section III).

Figure 11-11 Shows plot of propagation of the bunch self field produced by the bunch at

average z position ~ 48mm.

Figure II—12 Shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs z. Dashed line shows the normalized

emittance; Solid line shows the rms emittance; and the third curve (with longer dashes)

gives the normalized emittance associated with central slice of the bunch.

Figure III- l Shows plot of the r * Hj, = const lines for 1 nC case, total field, at output

Z (Average) position of ~ 98mm.

Figure III—2 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space.

Figure III-3 Shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs z. Dashed line shows the normalized

emittances; Solid line shows the rms emittance; and the third curve (with longer dashes)

gives the normalized emittance associated to with central slice of the bunch; at output

phase of 425 degrees and initial phase of 65 degrees.

Figure III-4 Shows plot of Longitudinal Emittance vs z.

Figure III—5 Shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid line) vs z.

Figure III—6 Shows plot of length of the bunch as function of z.

Figure IV—1 Shows plot of the r * H$ = const lines for 1 nC case, total field.

Figure IV—2 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space.

Figure IV—3 Shows plot of length of the bunch as function of z.

Figure V - l Shows plot of the r * H+ = const lines for 1 nC case, total field.

Figure V—2 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different

radii, (see equations in section III).

Figure V—3 Shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs z. Dashed line shows the normalized

emittance; Solid line shows the nns emittance; and the third curve (with longer dashes)

gives the normalized emittance associated with central slice of the bunch with initial phase

of 45 degrees.
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Figure V-4 Shows plot of Longitudinal Emittance vs z.

Figure V-5 Shows plot of length of the bunch as function of z.

Figure V-6 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space.

Figure V-7 Shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid line) vs z.

Figure VI-(l-4) Shows dependence of the beam parameters on the initial phase angle:

1) normalized transverse emittance, 2) normalized longitudinal emittance, 3) peak current,

and 4) bunch average kinetic energy respectively with the ATF designed parameters.

Figure VII—1 (a-d) Shows dependence of the beam parameters on the initial phase angle:

a) bunch RMS length, b) RMS radius, c) normalized transverse emittance, d) normalized

longitudinal emittance respectively (with .9 nC, 1.2m mm, and 2ps beam parameters).

Figure VII—2 ( a d ) Shows dependance of the beam parameters on the initial phase angle:

a) peak current, b) bunch RMS length after magnetic compression, c) peak current after

magnetic compression, d) bunch average kinetic energy respectively (with .9 nC, 1.2m mm,

and 2ps beam parameters).

Figure VII—3 Shows plot of the r * Hj, = const lines for 0.9 nC case, total field. (2 ps

case).

Figure VII-4 Shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs z. Dashed line shows the normalized

emittance; Solid line shows the rms emittance; and the third curve (with longer dashes)

gives the normalised emittance associated to with the central slice of the bunch. (2 ps

case).

Figure VII-5 Shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid line) vs z. With 0.9 C and

initial phase of 50 degrees. (2 ps case).

Figure VII-6 Shows plot of Ez and Er components of the field vs z. (2 ps case).

Figure VII-7 Shows plot of length of the bunch as function of z. (2 ps case).

Figure VII-8 Shows plot of Longitudinal Emittance vs z. With initial phase angle of 50

degrees. (2 ps case).

Figure VII-9 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different

radii, (see eqs. in sect. III). (2 ps case).
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Figure VII-10 Shows plot of H+ vs R. (2 ps case).

Figure VII-11 Shows plot of the r * H+ = const lines.

Figure VII-12 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space at Average Z = 98 mm

for .9nC, (2 ps case).

Figure VII-13 Shows plot of pdivE vs R. (2 ps case).

Figure VII-14 Shows plot Pz/mc vs z. at Z average position of 98.24 mm. The solid

line is the rms ellipse. (2 ps case).

Figure VII-15 Shows plot of Ez (solid line) and ET (dashed lines) vs z. This Figure

shows the electric component of the bunch self field. (2 ps case).

Figure VII-16 Shows plot of the r*Hj = const lines for 1 nC case, total field, at output

phase of 153 degrees. This plot shows the magnetic component of the bunch self-field. (2

ps case).

Figure VIII-1 Shows plot of the r * H+ = const lines for 0.9 nC and lOps case. Total

field. (10 ps case).

Figure VIII—2 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space at Average Z = 87 mm

for .9nC and 10 ps case. (10 ps case).

Figure VIII-3 Longitudinal emittance [m rad] as a function of the bunch position z [mm].

The solid line (left scale) shows the normalized rms emittance, and the dashed lines shows

6<f> (right scale) along the cavity, with ^o = 40° , and EQ = 62 Mv/m on the cathode

(as in the preliminary measured data). The boundary of the BNL rf-gun geometry is also

shown. (10 ps case).

Figure VIII-4 Shows plot of length of the bunch as function of z. (10 ps).

Figure VIII-5 Shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid line) vs z. (10 ps case).

Figure VIII-6 Shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs z. Dashed line shows the normal-

ized emittances; Solid line shows the rms emittance; and the long-dashed line (right scale)

shows the normalized emittance associated with a slice of the bunch (carrying ~ 10 % of

the total bunch charge), centered around z. The boundary of the BNL rf-gun geometry is

also given. (10 ps case).
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Figure VIII-7 Shows current plot and the location of the particles along the cavity. The

boundary of the BNL rf-gun geometry is also given. (10 ps case).

Figure VIII-8 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different

radii, (see equations in section III). (10 ps case).

Figure VIII-9 Shows plot (Pz- < Pz >)/mc vs z, (at Average Z = 86.9 mm). The solid

line is the rms ellipse. (10 ps case).

Figure IX-1 Shows plot of the r * H^ = const lines (for 0.9 nC and 5 ps case). Total

field.

Figure IX-2 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space at Average Z = 92.6 mm

for .9nC and 5 ps case.

Figure IX-3 Shows plot of length of the bunch as function of z. For the 62MV/m, 5 ps

case.

Figure IX-4 Longitudinal emittance [m rad] as a function of the bunch position z [mm].

The solid line (left scale) shows the normalized rms emittance, and the dashed lines shows

8(j> (right scale) along the cavity, with 0o = 40° , and EQ = 62 Mv/m (and 5 ps) on the

cathode (as in the preliminary measured data). The boundary of the BNL rf-gun geometry

is also shown.

Figure IX-5 Shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid line) vs z. (5 ps case).

Figure IX—6 Shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs z. Dashed line shows the normalized

emittance; Solid line shows the rms emittance; acd the long-dashed line (right scale) shows

the normalized emittance associated with a slice of the bunch (carrying ~ 10 % of the total

bunch charge), centered around z. The boundary of the BNL rf-gun geometry is also given.

Figure IX-7 Shows plot (Pz— < Pz >)/mc vs z, (at average Z = 92 mm for 5 ps case).

The solid line is the rms ellipse.

Figure IX-8 Shows plot Sy/< gamma > vs z, (at Average Z = 92 mm for 5 ps case).

The solid line is the rms ellipse.

Figure IX-9 Shows plot PT/mc vs R, (at Average Z = 92 mm). The solid line is the rms

ellipse. (5 ps case).
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Figure IX-10 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different

radii, (see eqs in sect. III). (5 ps case).

Figure X - l Shows plot of the r * H$ = const lines for 0.9 nC and 2ps case. Total field.

Figure X-2 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space at Average Z = 98.9 mm

for .9nC and 2 ps case.

Figure X-3 Shows plot of the H$ vs R. This plot shows the magnetic component of the

field. (2 ps case).

Figure X-4 Shows plot Prjmc vs R, (at Average Z = 94 mm). The solid line is the rms

ellipse. (2 ps case).

Figure X-5 Shows plot of length of the bunch as function of z. (2 ps case).

Figure X—8 Transverse beam emittance [m rad] as a function of the bunch position

z [mm], (from cathode to the gun exit), with az = 2 ps. The dashed line shows the

normalized rms emittance (right scale), the solid line shows the transverse emittance (left

scale), and the long-dashed line (right scale) shows the normalized emittance associated

with a slice of the bunch (carrying ~ 10 % of the total bunch charge), centered around z.

The boundary of the BNL rf-gun geometry is also given. (2 ps case).

Figure X-7 Shows plot of the Hj vs z. This plot shows the magnetic component of the

self-field. (2 ps case).

Figure X—8 Shows plot of Ez and ET components of the field vs z at R=8.99 mm. (2 ps

case).

Figure X—0 Shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid line) vs z. (2 ps case).

Figure X-10 Longitudinal emittance [m rad] as a function of the bunch position z [mm].

The solid line (left scale) shows the normalized rms emittance, and the dashed lines shows

6<j> (right scale) along the cavity, with <f>o = 40° , and EQ = 62 Mv/m (and 2 ps) on the

cathode (as in the preliminary measured data). The boundary of the BNL rf-gun geometry

is also shown.

Figure X - l l Shows plot of Ex (solid line) and ET (dashed lines) vs R. (2 ps case).
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Figure X-12 Shows plot of Ez (solid line) and ET (dashed lines) vs z. This Figure shows

the electric component of the bunch self field. (2 ps case).

Figure X—13 Shows the location of the particles along the cavity. The boundary of the

BNL rf-gun geometry is also given. (2 ps case).

Figure IX-14 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different

radii, (see eqs. in sect. III). (2 ps case).

Figure VII-15 Shows plot of p — divE vs Z and R. (2 ps case).

Figure X-16 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different

radii, (see equations in section III). (2 ps case).

Figure XI-1 Shows phase space plots of the beam at the gun exit (element 3), obtained

for 100 MV/'rn initial field on the cathode (i.e. 66.6 average axial field). With the laser

pulse length of <rz = 2 ps, <r, = 3 mm radius, lnC charge. With the inclusion of space and

image charges on the cathode. The normalized emittance is 0.9 TT-cm-mrad.

Figure XI—2 Show phase and energy spectrums for the beam at the gun exit (element

3), obtained for 100 MV/m initial field on the cathode (same as in Fig. XI-1). With the

laser pulse length of crz = 2 ps, <rT = 3 mm radius, lnC charge.

Figure XII—1 Shows phase space plots of the beam at the gun exit (element 3), obtained

for 80 MV/m initial field on the cathode. With the laser pulse length of <rz = 5 ps,

<rT = 1.25 mm radius, 2nC charge (as per recent ATF measurements). With the inclusion

of space and image charges on the cathode.

Figure XII—2 Show phase and energy spectrums for the beam at the gun exit (element

3), obtained for 80 MV/m initial field on the cathode (same as in Fig. XII-1). With the

laser pulse length of <rz — 5 ps, <rT = 1.25 mm radius, 2nC charge.

Figure XII—3 Shows phase space plots of the beam at the entrance to the linac (element

27). With the laser pulse length of <rz = 5 ps and <rr = 1.25 mm. The system will transfer

89 percent (with 0 pole face rotation) but the tuning of the first quad were very difficult

to get.
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Figure XII-4 Shows phase space plots of the beam at the entrance to the linac (element

27). With the laser pulse length of <rz = 5 ps and trr = 1.25 mm. The system will transfer

99.5 percent (with 11 degrees, pole face rotation) and the tuning of the quads are not as

critical.

Figure XIII-1 Shows the vertical projections of the electron beam on a profile monitor as

a function of quadrupole current where the measured emittance = Q.8Q+-0.09 mm-mrad.

Figure XIII—2 Shows the vertical projections of the electron beam on a profile monitor

as a function of quadrupole current where the measured emittance = 0.77+-0.08 mm-mrad

(this figure shows a different emittance scan than those given in Fig. XIII-1).

Figure XIII-3 Shows the vertical Emittance of the electron beam with variation in the

spot size.

Figure XIII-4 Shows the vertical projections of the electron beam on a profile monitor as

a function of quadrupole current where the measured emittance = 0.39+-0.25 mm-mrad.

(this figure shows a different emittance scan than those given in Figs. XIII-1 and 2).

Figure XIII—5 Shows the vertical projections of the electron beam as a function of

quadrupole current (this figure shows a different emittance scan than those given in Figs.

XIII-1, 2 and 4).

Figure XIII-6 Shows the photoelectron-beam momentum as a function of the rf phase.

The data points are the momentum measured in the beamline at ATF.
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Figure 1-1 shows plot of the r*Hj)> = const lines for 1 nC case, total field.

iBNLgun 1.nC lOOJIV/m, PHI0=55, «rr = 2 p j , trr= 3mrn)
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Figure 1-6 shows plot of

' ' ' U ' ' ' H-HH-4+H-H-
- PP. 100. 101.

2 ( mm )

vs z, the effect of wake and the bunch self - field.
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Phase-space
RMS -- transverse emittance (mm*mrad) = 3.<S8x10°
fiv. Z-pos. ( mm ) = P8.24
flv. Kinetic energy ( MeV ) = 4.2039

Figure I - l l shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space.
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Figure II-l shows plot of the r -H. = const lines for I nC case, total field.
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Figure II-2 plot of the lines of self field produced by 1 nC bunch.
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Figure II-3 shows plot of the r*H9 = const lines for 1 nC case, total field.
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Figure II-4 shows plot of Ez (solid line) and Er (dashed lines) vs Z.
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Figure II-5 shows plot of the r*H9 = const lines for 1 nC case, total field.

Ez ,Er fields
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Figure II-6 shows plot of Ez (solid line) and Er (dashed lines) vs Z.
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Figure II-7 shows plot of the r*Ha = const lines for i nC case, total field,
plot shows magnetic component of the bunch self - field.
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Figure II-8 shows plot of Ez (solid line) and Er (dashed lines) vs Z.
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Current plot
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Figure 11-10 shows pilot of Jr (solid lines) and Jz (dashed lines) distributions as functions of z at different
radii.



"0.3 20.

Figure 11-11 plot of propagation of the bunch self field produced
bv the bunch.
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Figure 11-12 shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs z. Dashed line
shows the normalized emittances_gnJ= j(x

2XPx) - (xPx)2 ; S o I i d

curve line shows the emittance e = W/T2v_2\ jll'vi j
third curve (ej;en ), gives en associated to the central slice of the bunch.
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Figure ni-2 shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space.
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BNLgun 1.nC lOOfiWm, f 10=65°
Stored energy ( J ) = 4.10
Out-phase ( deg ) = 425.2<58

Z ( mm )

third curve

Emittance vs z. Dashed line shows the normalized
Solid curve line shows the emittance £ =
'), gives en associated to the central slice of the bunch.
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Figure III-4 Plot of the longitudinal emittance as function of z
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Figure in-6 Plot of length of the bunch as function of «.
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Figure IV-1 shows oiot of the r*H0 = const lines for 1 nC case,
total field.
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Figure IV-2 shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space.
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Figure V-l shows plot of the
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a = const lines for 1 nC case, total field.
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Figure V-2 shows plot of Jr (solid lines) and Jz (dashed lines) distributions as

functions of z at different radii.
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V-3 shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs 2. Dashed line shows the normalized
x^jp-^_/xp \2 ; Solid curve line shows the emittance e =

and third curve \^na ) , gives en associated to the central slice of the bunch.



Figure V-4 Plot, of the longibudinal emittance
as function of z
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Figure V-5 shows plot of length of the bunch and Rnns vs z.
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Figure v-7 shows plot of Average Kinetic Enerzy (solid line)
and Ay/<7> (dashed line), vs z.
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Figure VI-(l-4) Shows dependance of the beam parameters on the initial phase angle:

1) normalized transverse emittance, 2) normalized longitudinal emittance, 3) peak current,

and 4) bunch average kinetic energy respectively with the ATP designed parameters.
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Figure VI1.1 a) Variations in the bunch RMS length: b) RMS radius; <:) normalized transverse; and d) normalized
longitudinal einittance respectively, with respect to variation in the initial phase angle.
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Figure VII- 3 shows plot of the r*H0 = const lines fofo.9 nC case
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Figure VII- 4 shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs z. Dashed line shows the
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51111 " " c /(x~/(x."/ — «xx/ and third curve {€„ ), gives ea .
the central slice of the bunch.
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Figure VII-5 shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid line) and
Ay/<7> (dashed line), vs z.
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Figure VII- 6 shows piot of 5z (soiid line) and Er (dashed lines) vs Z.
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Figure VII- 8 Plot of the longitudinal emittance as
function of z
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Figure VII-11 shows piot of the r*H8 = const lines

~ o

I
Z-aos. : TCH : = 98."9
Kineiic enerav C fiev ! =
— a-transverse emittance CmmmiradJ =9.80

o i

BTLgun ,9nC

r !0^0, SiG2=23s

SIGR=1.2S. 2.

0.0

tram;

Figure VII-12 shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space.
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J f f ;

3.3 ' . 2. 3. - . : . i. ~.

Figure VII-13 shows plot of pdivE vs z and R.

- 3ttase-saaca ZC-nmi — ?
~ ^v. Cur—sru : ^ : = *<i8.35

" flv. 2-pos. C wn 3 = P3.19
1 flv. K i ne t i c enerav C PteV ) = i .2112

L / '

"10=50, SiS2=2bs,

S'iGR=1.2S. 2. Parsa

97.0 ?8.0 "00.0

Figure VII-14 shows plot of Pz/mc vs z. The solid line is the
rms ellipse.

Cmm)
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rIO=50, SI5Z=2ps, SI6R=1.25. 2. Parsa

9<S. 97. 98 . 99 . 100. 101.

Figure V I I - 15 shows piot of Ez fsoiid lino and Er (dashed
lines; vs 2.

P10=50, SISZ=2ps,
SI6R-1.25. Z. Parsa

9<j. ?7. ?8. ?9. 100.

Figure VII-16 shows plot of the r*H0 = const lines for 1 nC case,
total field.
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20. «J. 90. 100.dO.

Figure VIII-1 shows plot of the r*H3 = const lines for 0.9
nC case, total field.

3
« d
!

d

d

3
d

W& - - :ransv«i,« gmictanct
Hv. Z-po*. ( I M J * 86.90
ftv. Kintttc tn«rqv C PWV ) a

i . i i i i i , i i i i i •

i

Phasa-spacB X/X' i
1 , 1 , 1 , I , i , i ,1

-2. 0.0 2. < £ . < S .

Figure VIII-2 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space at
Average Z — 87 mm
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^ . o 20 . ' <o. <» . ' a d . 10b. *
Figure VIII—3 Longitudinal einittance |m radl as a function of the
bunch position z I mm |. The solid line (left scale) shows the normalized
rms emittance, and the dashed lines shows 6<b {right scale) along the
cavity, with fo = 40° , and Eo = 62 Mv/m on the cathode.

Z
Figure VIII-4 Shows plot of length of the bunch as function of z.
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100.
2 C TO )

Figure VIII-5 Shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid Une) vs z.

0 . 0 20. <C. <J0. 80 . ' 100.

Figure VIII-6 shows plot of Transverse Emittance vs z.
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0 S. dO.

Z ( M )
r

Curnnt slat

100.

3-

Figure VIII-7 Shows current plot and the location of the particles
along the cavity. The boundary of the BNL rf-gun geometry is also given.

Current plot

90. 95.
2 (iml

Figure VIII-8 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions

of z at different radii, (see equations in section III).
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75. 80. 85.
flv. Z-poi. ( mm ) s $6.90
flv. Klnttlc mcrqy C fT«V ) = 2.3551

55.
2 (im)

100.

Figure VIII-9 Shows plot (Pt- < Pz >)/mc vs z, (at Average Z = 86.9 mm). The solid

line is the rms ellipse.
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Figure DC—1 Shows plot of the r * HA = const lines

for Q.9nCand 5pscase

1°
.PnC <52nV/m, FIC=<iO, SIGZ=5ps, SlGR=1-25.

RTIS -- tr^nsvtrae emittanct timmrad) = 8.71

flv. Kinetic en«rav ( PtaV ) =

o
d

t ' 1 ' I I i

-d. -4. 6.
X Cum)

Figure I X - 2 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space at
Average Z = 92.6 mm for .9nC and 5 ps case.
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, SIGZ=5ps, SiGR=1.2S._ . J

20. £0. 40. 80. 100.

Figure IX-3 Shows plot of length of the bunch as function of z. For the 62MV/m case.

^ • 0 20. 40. <50. ' 90. " ' 100. ' "T*
Z i m !

Figure IX-4 Longitudinal emittance [m radj as a function of the bunch position z
[mm]. The solid line (left scale) shows the normalized rms emittance, and the
dashed lines shows 6<j> (right scale) along the cavity, with <fm — 40° , and EQ = 62
Mv/m-
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Figure IX-5 Shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid line) vs z.

* 1

7-b

.-- - 4 *.'.

Figure JtX-8 Shows plot of Transverse Emittance vsz.
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9".55

2 tarn)
88. 90. 92. 9C. 96.

Figure DC-7 Shows plot (Pz- < Pz >)/mc vs z, (at Average Z = 92 mm for 5 ps case).

The solid line is the rms ellipse.

o
d

d

' I • • • I • . . . . . . .

flv. Z-pos. t nm ) * 91.55
ftv. Kinetic tnsrw C PltV ) • 2.5?29

J

1

-10. 0.0 2ani :=«

Figure IX-8 Shows plot
rms ellipse.

for 5 p s case . The solid line is the
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rasv. i o n . emittanc« r-sr
Z-po«. C im ) » 91.55
Kinctfe cnirqv C CfeV )

-2. 0.0 2. <. 6. R C"""3

Figure IX-9 Shows plot PTfmc vs R, (at Average Z = 92 mm). The solid line is the rms

ellipse.

Current plot

3$ d4-

n
CIMI)

i • . > i

° 38. 90. 52. 9C 96.
Figure IX-10 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different

radii«
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100.
2 Cm)

Figure X - l Shows plot of the r * H+= const lines for 0.9 nC and 2ps case. Total field.

1

i ' i • i • i ' i ' i ' i ' I • i • i • i • i • i • .

.STLgun .S»nC (janv/ni, f I ( W 0 , SIG2*2p«, SIGR*1.25.
WB - - n-tmnsv«ra« tmittancc (mwnmud) x i . ^
Sv. 2-pos. C m ) * 73.88
flv. < i n * t ! c cntrav C ritV ) = 2.«358

t . f . «

-5. 0.0 5.
X (ml

Figure X-2 Shows plot of X vs X'; the transverse phase space at Average Z = 98.9 mm

for .9nC and 2 ps case.
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i.

Figure X-3 Shows plot of the H+ vs R. This plot shows the magnetic component of the

field.

-Phsst soact 5 -- ?<"/ne
.Trasv. norm, amittance x-px (iiiuwni adl = 1.<JCx10'

0*

X
1 1 1 1 1 t 1 1 1 . A

~A —£ —9
flv. Z-poi. ( nil ) a 93.S
ftv. Ktnatlc tn»njv ( M.V

0.0 2. 4.

2.<«B8 R (n" )

6.

Figure X-4 Shows plot Pr/mc vs R, (at Average Z = 94 mm). The solid line is the rms

ellipse.
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80. 100.60.
2 C <m )

Figure X—S Shows plot of length of the bunch as function of z.

BTLgun .9nC 62tV/m, F10-40, SlGZ«2ps, SISW.25. 1I 5

• x

- O

i
T

2.3 20. <3- -0- 30. '00.

Figure X - 6 Transverse beam emittance fm rad] as a function of the bunch position
z [mml, (from cathode to the gun exit), with <r? = 2 ps. The dashed line shows the
normalized rms emittance (right scale), the solid line shows the transverse emittance (left
scale), and the long-dashed line (right scale) shows the normalized emittance associated
with a slice of the bunch (carrying ~ 10 % of the total bunch charge), centered around z.
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2 C imt ]

Figure X-7 Shows plot of the H+ vs z. This plot shows the magnetic component of the

self-field.
Eltctrfc Ff«ld on th« lln« R (im) =8.998

o.3 '0. JO. 30. <a. so. a. n. ao. ». *oo. -.'.a.

Figure X-8 Shows plot of Ex and ET components of the field vs z at R=8.99 mm.
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\ V
i I l I i i ! ! : 1—r^•0 20. 40. (ffl. 80. 100

2 ( M )
Figure X-9 Shows plot of Average Kinetic Energy (solid line) vs z

8rt.gun .9nC , FICWO, SIGZ*2p«,

2C. <M. 60. 80 . 1C0.
Figure X-10 Longitudinal emittance [m rad] as a function of the bunch position z [mm].
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Figure X - l l Shows plot of £?z (solid line) and Er (dashed lines) vs R.
.Ez ,Er Fi«Id* _•

92. 93. 9C.
7 :

S>5. 96.

Figure X-12 Shows plot of Ez (solid line) and E. (dashed lines) vs z. This
Figure shows the electric component of the bunch self field.
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1 Currant jiae

. n
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2 CM]
ao. -oo.

Figure X-13 Shows the location of the particles along the cavity. The boundary of the

BNL rf-gun geometry is also given.

Currant plat

u

92.0 93.0 96.0 9S.0

2 Cm)

2 CrnnJ

Figure IX—14 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different

radii, (see equations in section III).
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BNLgun .PnC ^JiV/m, f 10=40, SIGZ=2ps,
Charge density - divE plot

S1GR=1.25.

i- i i i i i i i i

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I <-
3. 4. 5. d. ?. 8.

Z (mm)

R (rron)

X-IS Shows plot of p - divE vs Z and It.
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BM-gun .PnC 42M/m, F 10=40, SIGZ=2ps,
Charge densi ty p lot
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Figure X - 1 8 Shows plot of Current density distributions as functions of z at different

radii, (see equations in section III).
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Figure XIII-1 Shows the vertical projections of the electron beam on a profile monit

a function of quadrupole current where the measured emittance = 0.80+-0.09 mm-mrad.
0.5

or as

Emittance Scan 2

2 0.3 r

o

.2

o.;

z-.r-ir.z A

s = - 0 5 K mm-mrad

Figure XIII—2 Shows the vertical projections of the electron beam on a profile monitor

as a function of quadrupole current where the measured emittance = 0.77+-0.08 mm-mrad

(this figure shows a different emittance scan than those given in Fig. XIII-1).
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Figure XIII-3 Shows the vertical Emittance of the electron beam with variation in the
spot size.
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Q6 carr«nt [A]

Figure XIII-4 Shows the vertical projections of the electron beam on a profile monitor as

a function of quadrupole current where the measured emittance = 0.39+-0.25 mm-mrad.

(this figure shows a different emittance scan than those given in Figs. XIII-1 and 2).
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Figure XIII-5 Shows the vertical projections of the electron beam as a function of

quadrupole current (this figure shows a different emittance scan than those given in Figs.

XIII-1, 2 and 4).

10 20 30 *o 50 SO 70 30

rf Phose (degrees)

Figure XIII—6 Shows the photoelectron-beam momentum as a function of the rf phase.

The data points are the momentum measured in the beamline at ATF.
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Non-Linear Orbit Theory and Accelerator Design

Alex J. Dragt

ABSTRACT

This presentation include a discussion of sample nonlinear problems in
accelerator physics, an overview of the accelerator codes (including
program Mary Lie), and construction of a complete achromat through
third order using Lie Algebraic maps.*

•Editors note.
••Following pages are the typed copy of the notes received from A. Dragt (for distribution), that he pres-
ented at the symposium. He was unable to rewrite the notes to a manuscript due to his recent "administra-
tive duties and lack of time".
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Non-Linear Orbit Theory and Accelerator Design

Alex J. Dragt

Sample Non-Linear Problems in Accelerator Physics
1. Single Pass Systems
2. Multiple Pass Systems

Single Pass Systems

1. Spectrometers

a) Wide acceptance

b) Time of flight

2. Large acceptance transport lines (e.g., PELAC)

3. Aberrations in telescopes

4. Aberrations in Spot Formers

a) Colliders

b) Inenial Fusion

c) Microprobes

d) Electron Microscopy

5. Low emittance beams and non-linear emittance growth

6. Error effects

7. Fringe-field effects

8. Space-charge effects

Multiple Pass Systems
1. Chromaticity

2. Anharmanicity
3. Time of flight
4. Higher order dispersion and energy dependence of betatron functions

5. Non-linear lattice functions and phase-space distortions
6. Generalized Courant-Snyder invariants
7. Non-linear resonances

a) Static
b) Dynamic

8. High-order achromats

9. Long-term behavior and dynamic aperture
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Types of Codes
1. Linear and Analytic Formulas e.g.: Synch, Comfort, Lattice
2. Numerical Integration

a) Single particle
b) Many particle

Particle in Cell (PIC)
3. Map Calculations and Manipulators

out

4. Numerical Integrations
a) Kick (Thin Lens)

Patricia, Patrice, Synch
Racetrack, Teapot, MAD Teviat,...
Prmela, Parmila... (PIC)
Etract non-linear quantities from numerical behavior of orbits.

b) Higher order symplectic integrators
5. Map Calculators and Manipulators

Transport, Gios, MAD, DIMAD,
Marylie, Cosy, Tlie, Zlib,
Futago, Cosy Exterminator,...
Char Lie

Ingredients
a) Library of maps for common elements
b) Map generator
c) Map manipulator
d) Map analysis
e) Map applicator

1. particles (tracking)
2. functions (invariants, etc.)
3. moments (emittance growth)

f) Fitting and optimization
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Bending a Beam Without Breaking

Construction of a Complete Achromat Through Third Order

An Isochronus Achromat

Alex J. Dragt
University of Maryland

• fin

Z = (X,Px>Y,Py,T,PT)

t = time of flight deviation

P^ = - energy deviation

Generally have

Zfin _
a -

b.c

+ I
b,c,d

Want to have

z[m=zf+o(z4)
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How many conditions must be satisfied?

Kb 3 6

Tabc 126
U*bcd 336

498 conditions

Need 498 knobs?

Actually, can be done with

3 1st order knobs

3 2nd order knobs

8(6) 3rd order knobs

14 knobs

Use three conditons:

a) Symplectic condition
b) Midplane symmetry

c) Periodicity

Outline

0. Introduction
1. Symplectic Maps

A. Definition
B. Importance

2. Production. Parameterization, Manipulation
A. Lie Operators

B. Lie transformations
C. Production Theorem
D. Factorization Theorem

E. Multiplication
F. Truncation
G. Calculation

3. Applications

1. Syrapletic Maps

Notation
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Dynamical System

initial • final

Write relation between initial and final conditions as

M called a Transfer Map.
Assume M comes from following Hamilton's equations of motion:
That is, there exists H(q,p,t), Zss(q.p) such that

Capitalize on this assumption.

m

rfn

Study effect of M on nearby points.
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Form the Jacobian matrix M defined by

M describes small changes in Zrm produced by small changes in Zu

Define the fundamenul 2n x 2n matrix J,

Then M is a symplectic map if

^(z^JMCz^sJ for
all

Note that sympletic maps are severely restricted.
M omes from a Hamiltonian.

I
SUM^J.AUZ™

M is a sympletic matrix 1 S t r o n g .
and M is a symplcctic map. J J ^ 0 "

Liouville's Theorem Conservation of All Poincare Invariants.
Sympletic Map = Canonical Transformation
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Basic Problem

Produce Parameterize Manipulate Sympletic Maps

The Code

MARY LIE does this using Lie algebraic methods

Taylor Series Expansion write

b,c

1
b,c,d

a) Entries of R, T, U,.... inter-related by sympletic condition. Coefficients far from being
independent.

b) Expansion generally not sympletic if truncated.

Example...

2. Elementary Lie Algebraic Operations

a) Lie Operators

Let f(z) be any function.

Define the associated (differential)

Lie Operator :f: by

Let h(z) be any other function.

Then,

r L ~ 3f 8h
:f:h = X ra

or :f:h «[ f ,h] .
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Thrm. {:f:,:g:} =

The commutator of 2 Lie operators is again a Lie operator,

b) Lie Transformations

Define powers of :f: by

:f:°h = h

:f: h = [f,h]

:f:2h = [f,[f,h]],etc.

Define the operation exp(:f:) by

Explicitly, this gives

exp(:f:)h = h + [f,h]

+... .

Notation Sometimes write

exp(:f:) = e:f:

c) Production Theorem

Let f = fCz"), and define Zfm by

Write this as

zJ"=MZf.
Then,

M = exp(:f:)

is a Symplectic Map.

d) Factorization Theroem

Suppose M is an arbitrary sympletic map expanded in a Taylor Series. Then, one can

write
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- - . ! • • -I-*, -i-l. - I J .

M = e 'e *e 3 e * ...

where each fn is a homogeneous polynomial in the z's of degree n.
Correspondence to Taylor Series.

M = <

errors behavior nonlinear
behavior

Abrrations
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Normal Forms

Problem: Given M find A such that

. N = AMA - 1

is as "nice" as possible.
When this if done, N is called a normal form.
Similar in spirit to diagonalilzing a matrix. There one asks, "What is intrinsic to a matrix,

and what depends on the choice of coordinate system?"

M = A*1 N A

Thrm: Suppose M is static and has transverse tunes. (Transverse eigen values of R lie on

the unit circle).
Suppose the transverse runes vx and vy are not resonant through order 4:

£vx-f Mvy*integor

Example: vx = 1/5, vy = 1/6
Then, there exists an A such that N takes the form

:h«: :h*: :hd:

where

•*a

*PI

h4=*p2

+ * P *
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Note:

h2: v x , vY, * => 3 knobs

h3: 3* => 3 knobs

h4: 6* => 6 knobs

Observation
Can somtimes bring N to this from even when tunes are resonant providing the corre-

sponding driving terms are absent.

Examples:

v x =l /7 , v y = 2/7

2 v x - v Y = 0, vx + 3v Y =l

driving terms absent due to midplane (±Y) symmetry [Neri].

v x = l / 5 , v Y =l /5

v x - v Y = 0

absent due to midplane symmetry

2 v x - 2 v Y = 0

present, but removable using 2 octupole correctors
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2 * => 2 knobs

Application

Recipe for a Complete Third Order Achromat
Consider a simple FODO cell bending and 8 correction slots:

Follow three simple steps:
1. Adjust the two quads and the cell length (or a third quad) so that

fvx = 1/5, vY = 1/5

2. Adjust 3 sextupoles so that

3. Adjust 8 (6) octupoles so that

Then,

with

h3{3* = 0

H4{8(6)* =

M = A" lNA
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Consider

M5 = A-1N A A"1 NA ...

= A"1N5A.

But N5 m I =>

M5 = A ' 1 I A = I

Thus, 5 such cells placed in a row yield a Comoplete Third Order Acht-om.
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YLrS 3.0***
Prerelease Development Version
Copyrigfct 1987 Alex j. Dragc
AU. rigbtJ reserved

3/16/51

Dara input complete: going into #Iar;r.

is an example of a complete thirl crcî r arr.r—2c.

1.OC0COC000000000
2.8-6&0OO0000000C0
1.0000000000000CO
1.0OMOOOOOOCQCOO

zer
3 . WWOOOOOOOGOCOOE+OO

fileoot polf . -

ooooodd thlm
O.O0000O000000000E+00
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOCOE+OO

c2 thin
0.OCOOOOOOOOOOOODE+OO
C.O000OOO0O0O0O00E+0O

c3 thljn
0.0000OOO00O0OOO0E+OO
O.OOQOOOOOOOOOOOOE-e.00

c4 thlm
0.0OOOO0OO00OOO00E+00
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

C5 thlm
0.000000000000000E+O0
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

c€ thla
0-OO00000OO0OOO00E+00
0.0OO0O0O0O0O0OOOE+0O

c7 thlm
D.000000000000003E+00
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
cB thlm
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
0.OOCOOOOOOOOOOOOE+GO

drl dxft
1.0000000000000C

dr.5 drft
0.500000000000000

dr2 drft
0.519011603105030

i«nd nbnd
18.0000000000000

0.200000000000000
hfq quad
0.300000000000000
1.00000000000000

2.0000000000CCOOCE-C3

12.0000000000000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
7.63061277477838

O.OOOOOOOOOOCOOOOE+00
-17.31131023465:4

O.OOOOOOOOCOOOOOOE+00
13.1778927562859

O.0C0C3CCC0O00COC2+CC

3.00000000000000

O.OOOCOCOOOOOOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

O.OOCOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

0.63963D442258911
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

0 . OOOOOOOOOOCOCOOE+00 -0.956065374173185
-2.3107C361422000

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
13.9735586196307

O.OOOOOOCOOOOOOOOE+00
-15.9155072443971

O.OOOOOOCOOOOOOOOE+00
3.27606764258812

0.0O0O00O00OO0OOOE+00
-2.00314373971958

O.OOOOOCOOCOOOOOOE+OC

0.208442260336593
0. OOOOOCOOOOOOOOOE+00

0 .COOOOOCOOOOOOOOE+00
0.0000000000OOOO0E+00

O.OOOCOOOOOOOOCOOE+00
O.OOOOOCOOCOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOCOCOOOOOOOE+00
O.OCOOOOCCOOOOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE-rOO
l.OOOOOOOCCGOCOO

0.745388387071964

0.500000000000000
1.00000000000000

1.00000000000000
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hdq quad
0.300000000000000

1.00000000000GCO
cnapout ptm

3-00000000000000
0 . 0OO00OOO0OOO000S+00

end end

-0 .84249C808214703

3.0000000000C0C0
l.OOCOOOCOCOOOCO

1.COOOOOOOOOOOOO

l.OOOOCCCOCCCOOOOE+OO

l*dr l

l*drl
I*c7

5*lnbol*
fiaqps

tloop*

l**ilecmt

l*cachro
l*anapout

I*dr2
I*c3
I*c5
I*dr2

l*drl
l'hdq
l*drl

l*dxl
1»C4
I*c6
I«c8

i*c2 i

l'lri *

luhole constructed and stored.( 1)

zatxix for map is :

1.0O000E+OO
2.11028E-12
O.00OO0E-KIO
O.OOOOOE+00
2.93519E-12
O.OOOOOE+00

-6 .20639E-11
1.O0OOOE+00
O.0O00OE+00
0.00000£+00
3.5053^-12
O.OOOOOE+00•

O.OOOOOE+00
o.ooooos+oo
1.00000E+00
2.27543E-12
O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00

O.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOOOE+00

-6 .81257E-11
l.OOOOCE+00
O.OOOCOE+00
0.00000E+00

O.OOOOOE+CO
O.OOOOOE+CO
0.00000E+00
0.00000E+00
1.00000E+00
0.00000E+00

3.S0600E-12
2.93529E-12
O.OO000E*CO
O.OOOOOE+00

-1.60026E-11
l.OOOCOE+00

nonzero elements i a generating polynomial are :

ead of WUXXLIE run
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LIE 3 . 0 * "
a*w«loFa«nt Vers ion 8 / 5 / ? :

All l i f t e d r**«rv«d

Dae* input eoaplet*; going into tL&i.z:.

Tfei* is an exaaple of a complete z'r.Lzz
111ii— ir r For ease of ccirp^rison w;;r.
" * J efjfeet* have been negiecced.

1.
2 . S600OWW&«0000
i.oocoot>oeooooooo
l.OOOOGOOOWOQQOO

. OOOCttOOOOOOOOOO-E+OO 2.00000000C3CCGOC-E-03 G . : c o c c c o o c o c : : 3 C i ~ : •

o.saooaoaaoQooooo
G .a&asaacaaDoococE-rOo

c2 cfgd
0.3000000000000GO
0. D0.00OO0.ttDOOO0C0E+C0

c3 cfqd
0.3003000000000CO
0.00000&OOOOOOOOOE+00

c4 cfqd
0.300OOO&00O0O000
0 -OCOOOOOOOOOOOGOE+00

c5 cfqd
0.300-00000000 00 00

o.oaoaoooooooooooE+oo
c€ cfqd

0.300000000000000
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOS-rOO

c7 cf<id
0.300000000000000
0.00DOt)0O0C00CC00S-!-00

c8 cfqd
0.30&O0t>000000000
0.COO0000OOO00000Z+00

cpl p s l
o.oooocooeooooooos+oo
0. OCOOOOOOOPOOOOOE+00
0. OOOOOCOOOOOOOOOE+00
0.00OOO00000OOO00E+00

c?3 ps3
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00
O.OGOOOOOOOOOOOOOE+00

cp4 ps4
O.COCOOOOOOOOQOOOE+00
O.OOOOOOOOOCOOOOOE-00

12.00000000COCCO

l.oooooooccccoca

2.000000000000C"

3.00000000000000

4.0000000000CCCO

5.00000000000000

6.00000000000000

7.O0000000000000

8.00000000000000

0.0OOO000O0OOOC:CE-r00
25.1707502760476

O.OOC0000OOOO0C0CE-»-00
-26.4409006724282

O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOEfOO
13.8784804977115

0.OOOOOOOOO0OO000E+OO
-7.49095110399962

3.oooooooooc:cco
O.OOOOCOCOOOOOCJOE+O:

O.CCC00COOCCOCOCOE*CO

O.COOCOOOCCOCCOGOE-CO

o .OOOOOOOCCCO:CSCE-»-OO

O.OOOOOOOOOOGCCOGI+00

O.COOOCOOOOCOOOCCE+00

O.OCOOOOOCCOCOCGOE*':J

O.OCCCGCOOOOOOOOOE+CO

0. OOOOOCOOOOOOOOOE+CO
0.300000000000000E+00

0. COOCOOOOOOOOOOOEt-00
0.OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOEvOO

3.2497S783C16200
O.OOOOOOOOOOOOOCCE+00

-4.3326379670446C
O.0OOQ0OCC0C000OOE*O0
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c=5 p s 5
C.C0OCC0*G0G0OOC0C£>0C O.OOOOCOOOOQOQOCOE+QO : ."?34a289l985e s€3
0.0COCOOG0C0OCOOOE-O3 31 . 5325612211653 3.rCOCOCCOCCCJCCCE-CI

c?5 ps6

o.ocoocococccccccz-co o.oooooooooooc:ocs*oc O.:OCCCCC::CCCCCOE*CO
O.CCCCOCCQOCQCGOCE-CO -4 5.23137029 6:5:0 0.300CCCCC0CC0GC0E-CC

cp7 ps7
CLCCOCOOOCOOCOOOCE-OO O.OOOCOOOOOC-;:CC:E-:. O .OOGCCOC.OC:C-'ZOCE*CO
C.COCCQOGGGOJOCCCE-00 3(3. 28842?5U7 = 4 7 "5 .CCC-:0OCOG JOCOOCE'CC

O.OOOSOOOOOOOOCOOE+CO 0.
0.OO0OOOO00000G00E+CQ -2

«r-.3 drft
-0.3*0000000000000
dxl drft

1.00000000000000
dr.5 drft
0.500000000000000

dr2 drft
O.SH01K0310S030

bend nbnd
28.0000000000000

0.2000000000000CO
hfq quad
0.300090000QOOC4C
0.030000000000000E+00

0,OOOOCOOGOOOOOOOE+00
O:OOOOOOOOOCOOCC&E-OO

0.74S388337071S64

0.300000000600000 -0.8424908C8214709

o.ooooooooooeoooo£+oo
3.00000000000000

O.OOO00OO00OCOO00E+00
end end

4lines

set.
l*cplI«cp6

l*set
l*drl
l*dr-.3
1-drl
l*dr-.3
l«drl

I»cp2
I*cp7

l*drl
l»dr-.
l*drl
l*dr-.
l«drl
l*dr-.

3
1

3

3

3:

.OCOOOOOGCOOCOO

.00030000000000

I*cp3
I«cp3

I»dr2
.I*c2
l*dr-.3
I*c5
I*c7
1*C8

0.5CC0O0CO00CCCOO
C.C2C0C0OG0OCCOCOE+0O

0.OCOCCOCOOOCOCOOE+CG

0.OOCOOOOOOOOOOOOE+GO

rcp4

l*ar-.3
l*hfq
I*c4
l*hdq

I*cp5

I*c3
l-fc«nd

I*dr2

1
&
4
&

cachro
5*lwhole

lwhol*
1-whole

•f loops
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•l«bbr
l*fileout
i*xer
l*c*chro

p
l*«ad

aatxix for

constructed and stored.( 1>

ip is :

1.OOOOOE+00
2.11028E-12
0.OOOOOE+00
0.00000E+00
2.93519E-12
0.00000E+00

-6.20639E-11
1.OOOOOE+00
O.OOOCOE+00
0.OOOOOE+00
3.50539E-12
0.00000E+00

onzero elements in aenera

O.COCOOE+OQ
O.OOOOOE-CO
l.OOOOCE^CO
2.27543E-I2
O.OOOOOE+CO
O.OOOOOE+CO

0.OOOOOE+00
0. OCOOOE+OO
-6.81257E-11
:. ocoooE+oo
O.CCOOOE+00
0. OOOOOE+00

tina Dolvrcrrial are :

C.COCOOE+00
0.00OO0E+0O
O.COOOOE+00
0. OOOOOE+00
1. OOOOOE+00
0.00000E+00

3.5059"E-i-:
2.9353CE-12
O.OQCCCE+OQ
O.OOOOOE+CC
-1.C0025E-1I
1.0000CE+00

end of MARYX.XE run
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Variations
1. Tune cell so that vx = 1/5, v = 1/6 (or vice versa). Tune sextupoles as before, and tune 6

octupoles.
Then 30 such cells produce a complete achromat. No midplane symmetry is required.

2. Tune cell so that vx = 1/7, vy = 2/7. Tune se.xtupoles as before, and tune 6 octupoles.
Then 7 such cells produce a complete achromat. Midplane symmetry is required.

Incomplete Third Order Achromat
Give up isochrony. Do not worry about coefficient of Pi, P\,P*. Requires:

1. No fitting on length or 1 less quad/cell
2. One less sextupole/cell
3. One less octupole/cell
Then,

with

where

In this case, N5 and A commute, so that

M5 = A-JN5A

= N5A~* A * N5

= pseudo identity

In this case, one has a third order achromat except for energy dependent time of flight
terms:
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General Problems of Modeling for Accelerators

Alfredo Luccio

Brookhaven National Laboratory

AGS Department

In this presentation we will only discuss problems of modeling for circular

accelerators and base our examples on the AGS Booster Synchrotron presently being

commissioned at BNL1.

Algorithms and Modeling

A Model is a platonic representation of an accelerator. With Algorithms, implemented

through computer codes, the model is brought to life.

At the starting of a new accelerator project, the Model ands the real machine taking

shape are somewhat apart. They get closer and closer while the project goes on. Ideally, the

modeler is only satisfied when he/she cannot tell if he/she working on the model or on the

real.

Accelerator modeling is different from modeling of a chemical plant, a subway

railroad system or a nuclear power plant because the time scale for accelerators is generally

much shorter. So, accelerator modeling for real time control has specific problems. If one

wants fast responses, algorithms may be implemented in hardware or by parallel

computation, perhaps by neural networks.

Algorithms and Modeling (A&M) is not only for accelerator control. It is also for

- accelerator parameter measurement

- hardware problem debugging, perhaps with some help of Artificial Intelligence; -

- operator training. Sort of flight simulator.

We have followed the above guidelines for implementattion of A&M on the AGS
Booster Synchrotron. The following examples are derived from our work on this machine.

Figure 1 diagrammatically shows how A&M is situated in relation to other activities

1 Booster Design Manual. Umpublished. AGS Booster Project. BNL, Rev. Oct. 1988
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in the Booster Project. In particular, in relation with Operations, Controls and Accelerator

Physics, each representing a group of people.

Figure 2 shows the flowchart of model based accelerator control. Again, here the

machine ("Booster") could ideally be the "real" as well as the "paper" machine.

Accelerator Representation

There are two convenient ways to represent an accelerator complex for the purpose of

modeling:

i) Representation by major accelerator subsystems. In our case: injection lines, transfer beam

lines, Booster ring, AGS ring, Linac, Tandem, etc.

ii) Representation by major functions. In our case: Injection, Acceleration, Extraction, Orbit

control, Resonance control, etc.

In addition, Modeling provides utility functions, like offline simulation, display of graphics

and of parameter tables.

Representation i) is essential for bookkeeping, for naming the various components

and, in general for the organization of the database.

Representation ii) and the Utilities are implemented through computer menus. Menus

also act as a framework for development and logical interconnection of Algorithms.

Menus

Figure 3 shows the Booster menu tree as used by A&M.

The computer system for the AGS is based on a network of HP-Apollo workstations.

Menus are presented and used in the Apollo via the "dialog" utility. The following figures

show typical appearances of menu leaves on the terminal screen.

Figure 4 shows the root of the tree, or Main Menu.

Figure 5 shows three leaves for the function Injection.

Figures 6 and 7 show a graphical representation, obtained through the Injection

Menu, of injection phases: a modeled run of H* injection through the LTB (Linac to Booster)

line with some deformed orbit to be corrected, and an example of injection orbit bumps in the

Booster ring, necessary for the circulating orbit to miss the injection foil (that converts the

H" to protons).
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Figure 8 is the Menu leaf for extraction.

Figure 9 for resonance control. The resonances referred to are
-Half integer

2Qx = 9,2Qy = 9 (corrected by trim in quadrupoles)

- Coupling

Qx - Qy = 0, Qx - Qy = 0 (corrected by skew quadrupoles)

- Third-integer

3Qx = 14, 3Qy = 14 (corrected by trims in sextupoles)

Figure 10 is the menu leaf for distorted orbit correction, either by global or local

steering algorithms, using minimization procedures.

Utilities are also invoked through menus. The main optics lattice code for time

independent modeling being used by the Booster is MAD2, invoked from a menu (figure

11). MAD is integrated in the A&M system and produces graphic representations like that

of the beta functions (figure 12) and lookout tables (figures 13 and 14).

Time dependent behaviour is modeled in the longitudinal phase space by a simulation

code (SL, figure 15) derived from Fermilab's ESME3. SL is invoked from the A&M menu

("Acceleration" or "Model") and solves the Ceurant-Snyder equations in a synchrotron for a

beam with space charge and coupling to the walls. SL is used to produce acceleration field

and RF voltage vs. time tables (figure 16) that optimize capture in the RF buckets (figure 17)

and to calculate and show tune diagrams of intense beams (figure 18).

Modeling of space charge effects in the transverse space at injection is also invoked

from the menu. At very high beam currents (the name of the game for the AGS Booster),

hollow beams are sometimes found (figure 19, from modeling) and injection may become

tricky. These effects are studied with a computer animation, or movie. Figure 20 is a frame

of such a movie, showing the transverse phase space for protons. The big ellipses are the

horizontal and vertical acceptances of the Booster ring. The small ellipses are successive

2 F.C. Iselin and J.Niederer. The MAD Program. Version 7.2. CERN/LEP-TH/88-38
3 J.A.MacLachlan. Proc. 1987 IEEE Part Accelerator Conf. Washington DC, p. 1087
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injected turns (20, in this figure). Beam density, space charge forces and corresponding tune
depression inside the beam are also shown.

Neural Networks

Algorithms and modeling approach to the problem of accelerator control may be

limited by computer speed. Neural network techniques may be used and are under study at

the AGS. They are not yet part of the system.

A typical problem is the correction of distorted orbits. At the present time global

correction is done using either a least squares - Housenholder transformation algorithm

(Micado type), an harmonic correction algorithm using the FFT or a three-bump method.

They all are limited by computer speed.

A neural network approach, parallel in nature, may help in solving the speed

problem. The basic cell for this network is the Hopfield neuron (figure 21) consisting of a

summer, that adds both inhibitory and excitatory impulses, followed by a gain stage and a

non linear element

It is ouside the scope of this presentation to dig into neural networks4. We will only

say that this is an approach whereby once the system is described by its elements (in the

present example: orbit position monitors and steering magnets or correctors) and their

interconnections (algorithms that relate orbit adjustements and corrections) and left alone, it

will evolve towards a solution (orbit distortion minimization). See figure 22.

A classical problem, similar to this, of neural networking is the traveling salesman.

He wants to visit a number of towns, all of them, minimizing the total distance traveled. The

neural algorithms give a fast and good, even if not optimized, solution.

4 B.Shackleford. Hewlett-Packard Journal, June 1989, p.69
C.Lau and B.Widrow (Eds.) Proc. of the IEEE, Special Issue. Vol.78, no.9, 1990.
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CONTROL SOFTWARE

L60RITHM
•••& MODELINGft*

CONTROL SOFTWARE

Fig. 1. A&M in relation to other Groups.
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Fig.2. Flowchart of model based accelerator control.
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BY STORMS (MANUAL)

CORBET ORBIT
BY MOVINS MAGNETS

IM1UI U H 1U OUUBIXK
TRANSVERSE PAOrniiG

TRANSVERSE
SIMULATION

LONGITUDINAL
SIMULATIONDISPLAY RAMP/

W VOLTAGE

DOOSmt K A H M B I U

DISPLAY BOOSIIH

IUWEAR LATncgDISPLAY
TOW CHART

CORRECTION BY
STBB1HG (MANUAL

: STEERING (AUTO)
ALL MACHINE
FUNCTIONSLOOK AT INPUT TABLESCORRECTION BY

MOVING MAGNETS

MICADO (RMS) LOOK A T ORBIT
INPUT TABLES

LOOCATORBJT]
OUTPUT TA

ORBJTl
TABLES!

|PHASEAOVAiCE|

frUNES

Fig.3. Booster menu tree.
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AGS BOOSTER MAIN MEHU

Injection

Fig.4. Booster A&M main menu.
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PROTON INJECTION

Dliplty proton Injtetlon lint

Comet Orbit by sletrlng (mtnuil)

Corrtct Orbit by ttttring (mt/tutomttle)

Cornel Orbit by ••vtaf M M M (minutl)

Mitch pjlnt tt a«MMMTrtn*viri« stinting

Corrtct Orbit by tUtflnf (MMlll)

»tm\ Of UK «y MMrtnt lmt/*tomm)t)

Mitch pjlnt tt •MtUf/Trtnivtrtt ptlnUng

Fig.5. A&M menu: Injection.
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JtfLARIZED P LINE. 1 989/04/05.14:57: i , run #1 p.2

-S.00

Fig.6. Polarized protons in LTB. Distorted orbit due to random errors in the line.
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f
0.00 30.00 60.00 90.00

s (m)
120.00 150.00 180.00

Fig.7. Orbit dc and fast orbit bumps for proton injection.
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Fig.8. A&M menu: Extraction.
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Fig.9. A&M menu: Resonances.
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8NL AGS BOOSTER <20-Oct-B8)

orbit (3eed= 354 . no mod)

-30.00 0.00 30.00 (0.00 90.00
a (m)

120.00 150.00 H0.00 210.00 24.0 00

Fig. 10. Harmonic orbit correction. Orbit before and after. Corrector strengths.
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Fig.l 1. A&M menu: Model: MAD.
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8NL AGS BOOSTER

-.10 29.91 35.OC

Fig. 12. MAD Booster beta functions.
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t
0.000
0.252
2.102
3.352
4.45S
4.756
7.156
1.156
t.653
1.353

11.353
12.353
12.163
14.713
16.563
17.0(7
17.3(7
13.7(7
20.7(7
21.271
21.571
23.371

25!474
25.774
2t.l74
23.174
23.C7S
23.971
32.371
33.371
33.371
35.221
37.071
37.512
37. M2
40.212
41.2t2
41.7K
42. OK
44.4K
45.416
45.313
47.313
49.M3
50.193
50.493
S2.m
53.193
34.137

btta x
3.763
4.065
7.567

13.420
13.423
12.323
5.506
3. t i t
3.775
4.147
9.1*1

12.313
12.30t
7.002
3.327
4.029
4. SOt

10.535
14.254
14.250
13.072
5.727
3.179
3.773
4.106
t.723

11.631
11.(13
10.643
4.323
3.502
4.065
7.567

13.420
13.421
12.329
5.506
3. l i t
3.775
4.147
3.111

12.313
12.301
7.002
3.327
4.023
4. SOt

10.535
14.254
14.250

bcla.y
12.356
12.0(8
6. tit
3.U3
3.315
4.371

10.433
14.351
14.373
13.173
5.900
4.113
4.036
7.174

12.521
12.441
11.353
4.351
3.522
3.553
3.346
3.565

13.205
13.23C
12.222
5.765
4.136
4.221
4.S56

10.366
13.915
12.06t
6. t i t
3.IIJ
3.315
4.371

10.433
14.351
14.373
13.173
5.300
4.113
4.036
7.174

12.521
12.44*
11.353
4.351
3.522
3.553

Fig. 13. A&M menu: Lookout tables. Beta.
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CLOSED ORBIT CORRECTION

Display closed orbit

Local/Manual correction by steering m.

Local/Manual correction by moving magnets

Look ai orbit Input tables

Look at orbit output tables

cMTcrtiM of orUli:

s xc beta x mix
4.102 1.668 12.750 8.183

12.509 6.723 13.030 9.315
26.317 2.82-1 13.543 8.582
23.324 -5.699 12.528 8.705
37.528 -5520 12.742 8.981
45.936 2.989 13.851 1.112
54.343 6.814 13.605 1.233
62.751 8.646 12.569 1,502
78.354 -5.112 12.724 1.638
7$.362 -3.684 13.858 1.303
t7.763 1.432 13.620 2.896
96.177 5.826 12.537 2.388

104.381 -8.740 12.750 2.436
112.788 -4.615 13.034 2.787
121.196 -1.817 13.629 2.894
123.603 3.241 12.540 3.097
137.807 4.815 12.743 3.293
146.214 -3.664 13.045 3.504
154.622 -4.501 13.626 3.692
163.029 1.863 12.542 3.895
171.233 5.847 12.740 4.891
173.C41 1.377 13.044 4.302
188.048 -4.268 13.627 4.489
196.456 -4.504 12.537 4.692
tune B rho

4.784664 2.148156
beta x nax= 13.6428S; betajj nax= 13.66261
xcnax=~ 6.814000; xcnin= -5.693000
ycnax= O.GOOOOOO; «c«in= 8.6000889
<x>= t.1200330E-03 s(x)= 4.052446
<y>= 0.0000000 s(y)= 0.0000000

Fig. 14. A&M menu: Lookout tables. Distorted orbit.
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Fig. 15. Flowchart of longitudinal simulation code SL.
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AGS BOOSTER. 1989/04/07.10:35*1 run #24 p.S

0.00 .07 32 JO
time <sec) (XI (

g AGS BOOSTER. 1989/0V07.10:44>:<>2 ran #24 p.S

Fig. 16. SL calculated curves of B and VRF VS. time to optimize capture.
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Fig. 17. SL simulated capture in RF buckets.
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Fig. 18. SL calculated tune diagram with space charge.
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SUMUG. 1989/10/06.10:04:52 run #23 p. 1

-3.00 . -1.50 1.50 2.00

Fig. 19. Density distribution in a high current injected proton beam. It is hollow.
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P INJECTION. 1989/07/12.15:35:37 run #1 p.20

'-100.00 -75.00 -90.00 -33.00 0.00
x or y (mm)

29.00 50.00 73.00 100.00

Fig.2O. Movie frame of proton injection. Transverse phase space.
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Fig.21. The Hopfield neuron and its ouput for some values of the gain.
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Development and Application of Dispersive
Soft Ferrite Models for Time-Domain Simulation

J. F. DeFord, G. Kamin, and G. D. Craig
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

L. Walling
Superconducting SuperCollider Laboratory

Abstract
Ferrite has a variety of applications in accelerator components,

and the capability to model this magnetic material in the time do-
main is an important adjunct to currently available accelerator mod-
eling tools. We describe in this report a material model we have
developed for the magnetic characteristics of PEllBL, the ferrite
found in the ETA-II (Experimental Test Accelerator - II) induction
module. This model, which includes the important magnetic dis-
persion effects found in most soft ferrites, has been implemented in
1-D and 2-D finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) electromagnetic
simulators, and comparisons with analytic and experimental results
are presented.

1. Introduction

Soft ferrite found in induction accelerator cells has two principal roles: (1) it acts

as an inductive load to the pulse power drive to the cell, and (2) it acts to lower the

quality factor (Q) of undesirable rf modes in the cell (see Fig. 1). In this paper we will

focus on the latter role, in which the material may be characterized by its small signal

response. The frequencies of interest are bounded above by the beampipe cutoff, which

for the ETA-II is —1.3 GHz. At low frequencies the magnetic response of a polycrystalline

ferrite such as PEllBL (ETA-II - a photomicrograph of the grain structure of this ferrite

is shown in Fig. 2) manufactured by TDK is dominated by the motion of domain walls.

At frequencies above ~1 GHz the domain walls can no longer track the applied rf field,

and the response becomes dominated by the ferromagnetic spin resonance of dipoles

within the domains1.

t Work was performed by the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory under the
auspices of the U. S. Department of Energy under contract No. W-7405-ENG-48.
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rFerrHe

Beam

Alumina

Vacuum

(1) Illustration of a cross-section of an ETA-II induction module. Cell is rotationally
symmetric about the indicated centerline except for the pulse power feeds which
enter the cell at two points separated by 180° azimuthally.

(2) Electron micrograph showing the grain structure in PEllBL, the ferrite used in the
ETA-II accelerator.
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In general, the small signal response of the material biased with an applied magnetic

field is characterized by a tensor permeability with nonzero off-diagonal elements2. When

there is no preferred direction imposed by an applied magnetic field, or by other means,

then the tensor collates to a scalar. It is this case that we will investigate in this paper.

The more general case is a straightforward generalization of this analysis.

Our interest from a computational point of view is in the calculation of the coupling

impedance associated with an accelerator component such as an induction cavity. The

impedance is defined by the relation

where " indicates Fourier transform, c is the velocity of light (and the assumed velocity

of the particles), and W is the wa,b? potential. The potential is defined as the integral,

along the test charge path, of the Lorentz force on the charge due to the source charge

as they traverse an accelerator component, i.e.,

+ ck x B j dz. (2)
-oo c

The geometry we assume for the wake potential calculation is illustrated in Fig. 3.

The impedance is a very useful quantity in the study of beam-structure interactions

and in beam instability analysis in accelerators. The interested reader can consult the

literature3'4 for more detailed discussions on the calculation and use of wake potentials

and coupling impedances.

Typically, one is interested in broadband information about the impedance spectrum,

and time-domain simulation is a natural and powerful technique for generating such a

spectrum. In the past the presense of dispersive media such as ferrite has complicated

the time-domain simulation problem by requiring a computationally intensive convolution

to be performed at every time step. However, Yee5, and later Luebbers, et al.6, have
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pointed out that when the frequency dependence of a material constitutive parameter can

be represented by simple poles in the complex plane, an algorithm exists for reducing the

convolution to a running sum. This discovery greatly simplifies the necessary calculation,

and we exploit the technique in this work.

2. Experimental Characterization of P E l l B L

In order to determine the frequency dependent permeability over the frequency range

1 MHz - 1000 MHz, we performed a simple reflection measurement which is illustrated

schematically in Fig. 4. This experimental setup was fashioned after an experiment

reported by Rado, et al.1. Small ring-shaped samples of each ferrite (I.D. 1.9 cm, O.D.

3.1 cm) were milled to axial thicknesses of 1 mm and 2 mm. To measure the bulk

permeability a sample was placed at the shorted end of a ~ 50fi coaxial fixture that

mated to a network analyzer through a 50fl air line. The network analyzer was then

used to measure the Sn scattering matrix coefficient over the frequency range 300 KHz -

3 GHz. The placement of the toroidal samples insured that the value of the permittivity

of the samples had a negligible effect on the measurement.

Reflection measurements were taken on both 1 mm and 2 mm thick samples, for the

purposes of checking the method, and to test for reproducibility in the results. Addi-

tionally, several of the samples were measured, then heated above the Curie temperature

(130° C), allowed to cool, and then remeasured to test for effects of possible residual

magnetization. No measurable effects were noted.

The reflection coefficient as a function of material constitutive parameters and fre-

quency is given by the expression for normal incidence reflection from a slab backed by

a perfect electric conductor, i.e.,

f(l + exp-'2**) - r)r (l - exp- i 2 fcA)l expi2*°A

= -Li '. i LA 1 (3|
(1 + exp~i2k*) + Tjr (1

 t2fcA> ' v '
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(3) Geometry assumed in the definition of the wake potential. Source and test charge
move axially (+z direction) through an evacuated beampipe. The charges move with
velocity of light in vacuum, a situation which is well approximated in any high energy
electron machine. The relative position of the test charge with respect to the source
charge is fixed.

Ferrite sample

50 Ohm
air line

(4) Schematic of experimental setup used to measure the permeability of the PEllBL
ferrite. Ferrite samples with axial thicknesses of 1 mm and 2 mm were measured.
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where A is the sample thickness, rjr = Ji± is the relative wave impedance of the fer-

rite, A; is the wave number in the ferrite, and k0 is the free-space wave number. R as

shown in Eqn. (3) has been normalized by the reflection obtained when no material is

present. When the sample is thin compared to a material wavelength, then the relative

permeability, fir, is related to R by the equation

l-R

In practice we use Eqn. (4) to obtain an initial estimate of nT, and then iterate on Eqn.

(3) to get the exact solution. The value of /ir derived in this manner as a function of

frequency is shown for both ferrites in Fig. 5. The data presented in Fig. 5 has been

corrected by a multiplicative factor to account for the fact that the available samples did

not completely cover the shorted end of the fixture.

3. Relaxation Model of Ferrite Permeability

Generally, v/hen a broadband response is desired from a frequency-dependent med-

ium, it is necessary to compute a convolution in the time domain. Specifically, when the

medium is magnetically dispersive and we can characterize it with a scalar permeability,

we have

t

Xm{t ~ T)H{T)dT (5)B{u) =fio(l + XmM) H (w) —• B(t) =
r=0

where xm{t) is the Fourier transform of the magnetic susceptibility Xm(w), and we refer

to it as the magnetic response function of the material.

At frequencies below the ferromagnetic resonance, the following form for xm(*) ' s

appropriate:

Xm(t) - {j ^ o (6)
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(5) Experimental data, and the 2-term fit (see Eqn. (9)) to the experimental data, for
the permeability of PEllBL ferrite. Parameters used in fit are: oti = 6.67 x 1010,
/?! - 7 l = 1.77 x 108, 0! + 7 ! = 1.00 x 10", a2 = 2.97 x 1010, 02-l2 = 2.73 x 107,
02 + 12 = 1-00 x 10".
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which yields a complex magnetic susceptibility of the form

v/here aj, 0i, and -yi ars all real, and Pi > 0. We obtain Eqn. (6) by arguing first

that an instantaneous response of the magnetization in a material to a change in the

applied field is unphysical. This requires that Xm(0) = 0, which in turn demands that

the poles come in pairs, and thus we get the sinh term. Secondly, we have restricted

ourselves to a relaxation model, which, more accurately than the resonance model, reflects

the magnetization physics at frequencies below the ferromagnetic resonance. If there is

interest in frequencies at or above resonance, then a term of the form ae~^*sin('Yt) must

be added to Eqn. (6) to obtain an accurate representation of the material.

To obtain the adjustable parameters in Eqn. (6) for a specific material requires a

pole extraction from the given susceptibility function. For the purposes of this paper we

wrote a simple program that did an exhaustive search in a localized region of parameter

space for the optimal values of a, 0, and 7 to obtain the fit to experimental data shown

in Fig, 5.

4. I D Model

To study the numerical characteristics of the dispersive media model we conducted

a series of tests using the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD)7 technique in one di-

mension. The problem geometry and field distribution are shown in Fig. 6. The FDTD

updating equations and field distribution are obtained by replacing all spatial and tem-

poral derivatives in the Maxwell curl equations with their center-differenced equivalents.

This prescription leads to a scheme which is implicit and second order in time and space.

When the material is dispersive, the situation is complicated by the convolution which

must be done (see Eqn. (5)). Any given media exhibits both electric and magnetic
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Gaussian pulse launched
from this point

- RBC

Vacuum

30 cm <r

Material
interface

PE11BL
Ferrite

20 cm

PEC

(6a) 1-D slab reflection problem geometry. The terms RBC and PEC refer to radiation
boundary condition and perfect electric conductor, respectively.

D

E,

O

H -1+1

o
H,1+3/2 1+2

o
H1+5/2 1+3

O

H1+7/2

(6b) 1-D FDTD field component distribution. Components are also staggered in time,
with electric fields existing at integer time steps, and magnetic fields existing at
half-integer time steps.
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dispersion, but for the purposes of this discussion we restrict ourselves to the analysis

of magnetic dispersion. To determine the update equation for the magnetic field, we

proceed in the following manner:

dz
dEx dBy dHv d f

T=0

Assuming the magnetic response function Xm is of the form given in Eqn. (6), we have

r=0 T=0

(9)

where At = 0i — ~ti and Bi = 0i + -yj. This equation may be discretized to obtain the

following update equation for the magnetic field:

r
where the superscripts indicate the time step, the j subscript indicates the spatial po-

sition, and the / subscript is a summation index. R and S are auxiliary functions with

update equations given by

_ o-i4j At/2 TirM-1/2 -Ai At/2 nn-1 1
- e [ai+i/2+ e "1J+1/2J'
— *-B< At/2 \TTn+l/2 , -Bi At/2 <jn-l ]

When the electric dispersion is ignored, as in this case, the electric field update is given

by

Fn+1 _ r - n _ At (jjn+1/2 _ TTF»+1/2\ /-„%
J J £ ^ \ g» \ J i" ̂  f • J ™̂" ̂ / * /

C U A ^ *

The auxiliary functions defined in Eqns. (11) and (12) are real, which leads to the con-

clusion that the amount of additional storage needed (per field component) to implement

this scheme is 2Np real numbers, where Np is the number of terms in the expansion of
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the susceptibility (Eqn. (7)). The number of floating point operations required (per field

component updated using dispersion model) is lOiVp + 4 in 1-D, up from 3 when the

media is nondispersive.

To test the method and its implementation we solved the 1-D reflection problem

illustrated in Fig. 6a using the parameterization obtained for the PE11B ferrite. A

short Gaussian pulse (at = .5 ns) was impinged on the ferrite slab, and the normalized

reflection coefficient was obtained for the frequency range 0-3 GHz by taking the ratio

of the Fourier transforms of the incident and reflected pulses. These data are compared

with the analytic result (Eqn. (3)) in Fig. 7, with excellent agreement.

The magnetic dispersion model has been implemented in the 2^-D FDTD wakefield

code AMOS8, and a 2-D analog to the slab reflection problem was used as a test case.

Specifically, we computed the reflection of a pulse from a ferrite load in a shorted coaxial

transmission line. Again, excellent agreement with the analytic result was obtained.

5. AMOS Application: ETA-II Induction Cells

The ETA-II9'10 induction linac is a high current electron machine, producing a sev-

eral MeV, several KA beam for generating high power microwaves. Because of the large

beam currents, this machine is subject to a possible transverse beam instability known as

beam breakup (BBU)11, and so the transverse dipole coupling impedance of the induction

modules is of particular interest.

AMOS has been used to study the impedance of the ETA-II induction module using

the dispersive ferrite model described above. A cross-sectional diagram of this cell is

shown in Fig. 1. The principle purpose of the large ferrite load in the module is to

act as an inductive load to the pulse power drive, but it also acts as a mode absorber,

strongly damping the unwanted dipole modes that contribute to BBU. The calculated

and experimentally measured values of the transverse impedance are compared in Fig.
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volving normal incidence on a dispersive ferrite slab (PEllBL) backed by a perfect
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(8) Comparison of measured and calculated transverse dipole impedance for the original
ETA-II induction module. The low frequency spike in the measured data is believed
to be an artifact of the power feed cables, an effect that cannot be modeled using a
2-D code such as AMOS.
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8. The experimental measurement technique used is the "wire" technique12, in which

a pair of wires are placed along the axis of the beampipe and driven 180° out of phase

to excite the dipole modes in the induction module. The impedance is then determined

by measuring the scattering matrix parameters of the configuration. The cell impedance

was measured in vitro, without power to either steering coils or the solenoidal transport

coils, which ensured that no bias field was present in the ferrite during the measurement.

This configuration is a prerequisite to obtaining a scalar permeability, as noted in the

Introduction, and inclusion of bias effects is the subject of future work. Experimental

measurements were made using two different orientations of the wire pair: wires in the

plane of the pulse power drive rods, and wires in the plane perpendicular to the rods.

The data shown in Fig. 8 are from the latter measurement. The former data exhibit

effects of the drive rods themselves which couple the dipole excitation of the wires to

higher order multipoles (primarily m = 3), thereby complicating the interpretation of

the experimental result. The large peak seen in the impedance at 300 MHz represented a

significant BBU threat, and subsequent to these calculations the module was retrofitted

with a small conducting ring near the oil-ferrite interface. This modification to the cell

geometry lowered the transverse impedance by almost 50% (for both in-plane and out-of-

plane impedances), and it was designed using the AMOS code as a guide13. This kind of

diagnoses and design is typical of the applications on which time-domain field codes are

used, and demonstrates the power of simulation in accelerator component development.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

Time-domain simulation of media has long been hampered by inefficient methods

for including the dispersive effects of media. The recent realization that materials with

exponential response functions could be handled efficiently has revolutionized dispersive

media modeling, making it computationally inexpensive for a wide variety of materials.
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A specific incarnation and application of the techniques published by Yee and by

Luebbers is discussed in this paper. The particular ferrite used in the ETA-II induction

modules was characterized over a broad frequency range, and 1-D numerical experiments

were performed which showed excellent agreement between simulated and analytic reflec-

tion coefficients over several decades in frequency. This model has been implemented in

the AMOS wakefield code, and calculations of the transverse coupling impedance of the

induction modules show good agreement with the impedance values obtained experimen-

tally using the two-wire measurement technique.

Work is ongoing to install a dielectric dispersion model into AMOS in order to

accurately characterize the electrical properties of ferrites and other materials, and the

combined effects of magnetic and electric dispersion in simulation will soon be possible.
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BUNCH LENGTHENING IN THE SLC DAMPING RINGS*1

KARL L. F. BANE

Stanford Linear Accelerator Center

Stanford University, Stanford, California 94309

ABSTRACT

This paper reviews calculations and measurements of longitudinal phase space

in the damping rings of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC). We report on cal-

culations of the impedance of the vacuum chamber, on measurements of bunch

lengthening, and finally on calculations of bunch lengthening in these machines.

* Work supported by the US Department of Energy, contract DE - AC03 - 76SF00515.
t Note that essentially the same paper was earlier contributed to the Impedance and

Instability Workshop at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne, Illinois, October
31-November 1, 1989.
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1. INTRODUCTION

A high level of current dependent bunch lengthening has been observed on

the North damping ring of the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC).'1) At currents

of 3 x 1010 this behavior does not appear to degrade the machine's performance

significantly. However, at the higher currents that are envisioned for the future one

fears that its performance could be greatly degraded due to the phenomenon of

bunch lengthening. This was the motivation for the work described in this paper.

In Chapter 2 we calculate the longitudinal impedance of the damping ring vac-

uum chamber. More specifically, in this chapter we find the response function of

the ring to a short Gaussian bunch, which we call the Green function wake. In

addition, we try to estimate the relative importance of the different vacuum cham-

ber objects, in order to see how we might reduce the ring impedance. Chapter 3

describes bunch length measurements performed on the North damping ring. In

Chapter 4, we use the Green function wake, discussed above, to compute the bunch

lengthening. Then we compare these results with those obtained from the measure-

ments. In addition, in this chapter we calculate the current dependence of the tune

distribution. Note that each of these chapters is based on work already described

in a published report: Chapter 2 in "The Calculated Longitudinal Impedance of

the SLC Damping Rings" by K. Bane, Ref. (2), Chapter 3 in "Bunch Lengthening

in the SLC Damping Ring" by L. Rivken tt al., Ref. (1), and Chapter 4 in "Bunch

Lengthening Calculations for the SLC Damping Rings" by K. Bane and R. Ruth.

Ref. (3). The only completely new work is the tune calculations.

2. THE CALCULATED LONGITUDINAL IMPEDANCE

2.1 Introduction

The SLC damping ring vacuum chamber contains many small discontinuities—

such as shallow steps, transitions, masks, and bellows—as well as larger objects

like the beam position monitors and the rf cavities. In this chapter we study the

relative importance of the various objects to the total ring impedance. In addition,
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we obtain a Green function that will be used in a later chapter for bunch length

calculations.

In this paper we are interested only in the single bunch effects of the vac-

uum chamber impedance. The true vacuum chamber impedance is normally very

complicated, containing many resonances and other structure, and covers a wide

frequency range. A single bunch, however, only probes the impedance after it has

been smoothed by the bunch spectrum, the so-called "broad-band impedance."

The time domain correspondent to this impedance is the short range wakefield.

In this paper, we choose to work in the time domain, and all our results are

based on wakefield computations. Consider an infinitely long tube which at some

position is momentarily interrupted by a cavity, an obstruction, or other change

in cross-section. Now consider a bunch of electrons (or positrons) passing at the

speed of light c parallel to the axis of the pipe, from minus to plus infinity. The

longitudinal wakefield W(t), then, is defined as the total voltage—divided by the

charge in the bunch—gained by a test particle that has followed the same path,

also at velocity c, but at relative position ct. We will use the convention that a

more negative value of time t is more toward the front of the bunch. In most of the

cases that we consider the structure geometry is cylindrically symmetric, and we

use T. Weiland's computer program TBCl'*) to calculate the wakefield. Note that

by limiting our structures to those with equal beam pipes we force the system's

potential energy at the beginning of the calculation to be the same as at the end.

2.2 Types of Impedances

2.2.1 Introduction

A vacuum chamber object in a storage ring can be described as inductive,

resistive, or capacitive, depending upon whether it tends to cause bunch lengthen-

ing, bunch shortening, or does not affect the bunch length. We can discern which

of these catagories applies to an object from the shape of the voltage that it in-

duces. We can further speak of a vacuum chamber object as being a good—or
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ideal—inductor, resisitor, or capacitor if its induced voltage is related to the driv-

ing current in a manner analogous to that found in the corresponding simple circuit

element. It is important to note, however, that in either case the applicability of

the terms inductive, resistive, or capacitive depends not only on the shape of the

object itself, but also on the length of the exciting bunch. As the bunch length

changes different parts of the object's impedance become emphasized. Normally,

vacuum chamber objects appear more inductive to longer bunches, more capacitive

to shorter bunches.

2.2.2 Inductive Objects

If the effective slope of the induced voltage opposes the slope of the rf wave

then the object is inductive, and it will tend to lengthen the bunch. We denote

as good inductors objects for which the induced voltage can be approximated by

Vtnd = —L dl/dt with the constant L the inductance and / the bunch current.

We note that this model, in detail, is unphysical: it predicts that the beam loses

no energy passing by the object. If the induced voltage of a vacuum chamber

object is well approximated by the above relation, it means that the beam sees

primarily the low frequency part of the object's impedance; and that in this region

the impedance is purely imaginary, and linear with a slope of —L. Note that if an

object is a good inductor at a certain bunch length, it will continue to be so at

longer bunch lengths.

It is often easy to see whether or not an object is a good inductor for a Gaussian

bunch with length tr. Normally, inductive objects tend to be small discontinuities.

Now suppose we have a small obstruction in a tube of radius a. If the bunch length

obeys the relation a £ a/2 then little of its power spectrum (£9%) is above the

tube cut-off frequency. When the beam passes by the obstruction it will therefore

leave little energy behind, since the tube will not support free waves below its cut-

off. The head of the beam will lose energy to the discontinuity, but the tail will

reabsorb most of it, resulting in an inductive wakefield. In the SLC damping rings

there are many small discontinuities on tubes of radius 11 mm (or less) which.
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according to the above criterion, are good inductors for bunch lengths down to

5.5 mm. Note that since only for the tails of the beam's spectrum—at frequencies

above the tube cut-off—is the real part of the impedance nonzero, the higher mode

loss that we do find in inductors decreases exponentially fast as the bunch length

is increased.

Objects that can be considered good inductors for bunch lengths normally

found in storage rings are shallow transitions, shallow cavities, bellows, masks, or

bumps in the vacuum chamber walls. We shall see that the SLC damping ring

contains many such objects, which therefore define the character of its impedance.

As an example of a good inductor Fig. 1 (b) displays the shape of a QD bellows of

the SLC damping rings. The wakefield of a 6 mm Gaussian beam passing by this

object, as calculated by TBCI, is shown in Fig. l(a). The beam shape is represented

by the dotted curve, with the front to the left. Note that in our convention the

slope of the applied rf must be negative for machines operating above transition.
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Fig. 1. An inductive example: the wakefield of a 6 mm Gaussian bunch

passing by the QD bellows of the SLC damping ring.

2.2.3 Resistive Objects

If the effective slope of the induced voltage is almost zero then the object is

resistive, and it has little effect on bunch lengthening. We denote as good resistors
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objects for which the induced voltage ca be approximated by VJB<j = — IR, with the

constant R the resistance. We note that this model is also not strictly physical:

since these beams are assumed to be moving at the speed of light, the induced

voltage must lag, even if by a slight amount, behind the driving current. Note that

for good resistors the loss factor—the total higher mode loss divided by the bunch

charge—is approximated by A: = R/(2y/x<7). Examples of good resistive elements

found in storage rings are deep cavities, such as the rf cavities, for bunches that

are not short compared to the beam tubes. As resistive example Fig. 2(a) shows

the wakefield left by a 6 mm Gaussian bunch passing by one of the two 2-cell rf

cavities of the SLC damping rings [Fig. 2(b) displays the shape of one cell].
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Fig. 2. A resistive example: the wakefield of a 6 mm Gaussian bunch

passing by one of the rf cavities of the SLC damping ring.

2.2.4 Capacitive Objects

Finally, if the effective slope of the induced voltage enhances the rf slope then

the object is capacitive, and it will tend to shorten the bunch. We denote as good

capacitors objects for which the induced voltage is approximately proportional to

the integral of the current, with constant of proportionality — 1/C, and C the
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capacitance. This model is strictly unphysical in that it predicts that the energy

loss of a bunch depends only on the total charge of the beam, and not on the peak

current. This type, of the three types of objects, is probably the least commonly

encountered in storage rings. Reference (5) describes a capacitive device, the so-

called "SPEAR capacitor," that was installed in a ring for the specific purpose of

shortening the bunch. The wakefield of very short bunches in deep cavities falls

somewhere between that of a pure resistor and a pure capacitor. The rf cavity

of Fig. 2 can be considered slightly capacitive in that the average slope of the

induced voltage is slightly negative. However, there are no very capacitive objects

in the SLC damping rings. But to give an example of a fairly good capacitor, we

show in Fig. 3(a) the wakefield of a 6 mm Gaussian bunch passing by the cavity

of Fig. 3(b).

0.2 ~

-0.4

24 mm

4 10 mm Q

2-90 6562A5

Fig. 3. A capacitive example: the wakefield of a 6 mm Gaussian bunch

passing by the structure shown at right.

2.3 The Effective Inductance

The loss factor k is often used to estimate the contribution of an object to the

ring impedance. This parameter gives the higher mode losses of the object but

says little about its contribution to bunch lengthening. Alternatively, we can say

that it is a measure of the real, not the imaginary, part of the impedance. As a
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figure of merit that is a complement to the loss factor, and that is a measure of

the imaginary part of the impedance, we will use the effective inductance £.

Recall that the loss factor is given by the average value of the wakefield along

the bunch

oo oo

k=- j W{i)\(t)dt = / jw6{t')X{i-t')dt'
—oo —oo LO

\(t)dt , (1)

with A the longitudinal charge distribution and Wf, the Green function (or delta

function) wake. The Green function, in turn, is given by the inverse Fourier trans-

form of the impedance Z:

00

-hi (2)

-oc

with u> the frequency. Therefore, the loss factor can also be written in terms of the

impedance as
oo

)\2d~< , (3)

with A the Fourier transform of the charge distribution and A' the real part of Z.

Thus k gives the real part of the impedance averaged over the square of the bunch

spectrum.

Let us define the effective inductance £ by the following operation: We compute

the wakefield for a Gaussian bunch and then perform a least squares fit to

^ • (4.

Therefore £ can be written in terms of the impedance as

oo oo

£=- fY{u)\~\(ui)\2udw/ f \~\(u)\2u2 d* , (5)

0 00
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with >' the imaginary part of Z. We see that £—up to a bunch length factor—is

the product of Yu> averaged over the square of the bunch spectrum. For a pure

inductance, Z = —iuiL, we see that £ reduces to L. For a Gaussian beam Eq. (5)

becomes
, oo

y/w J
0

Note that, as in Ref. (5), we might alternatively have chosen as figure of merit

the bunch length times the average slope of the wake:

00 00

I W\t)\{t)dt = la /Y(w)|A(u;)|2u;<L; . (7)
0

We see that a—up to a bunch length factor—is the same as £. As a fine point, we

also note that in the results to be presented a Gaussian weighting factor has been

included in the least squares calculations that determine £. Therefore, instead of

by Eq. (6), £ will be given by

(8)

2.4 Some Simple Inductors

Let us consider the simple discontinuities of Fig. 4. To a Gaussian bunch

sufficiently long (i.e., one with length a greater than half the tube radius) they

will appear as good inductors. For each of the three models we have performed

parametric studies to find its inductance. To obtain a data point, we first computed

the wakefield of a reasonably long Gaussian bunch passing by the structure in

question, using TBCI. Then, we performed a least squares fit to Eq. (4), weighted

by the Gaussian bunch shape, in order to obtain the effective inductance t. And

finally we found the limiting value of /, as o becomes large, which we take as the

inductance L of the object.
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In order to reduce our work we computed the wakefield in the following manner:

We first performed a TBCI calculation for a short Gaussian bunch of length <7i .

calculating the wakefield to a long distance behind the driving bunch. Given this

wakefield H-'i , we then obtained the wakefield for longer bunches, with length a.

by performing the following integration*6^:

with of = a2 — a\. In this way, for any given structure, one TBCI calculation

provides the wakefield for Gaussians over a wide range of bunch lengths.

We began our studies with the small cavity, shown in Fig. 4{a). It is interesting

to note that the numerical results we obtained for it can be well approximated by

a simple application of Faraday's Law. According to Faraday's Law the voltage

induced across the gap depends on the time rate of change of the magnetic flux

(fim in the cavity. If we approximate \pm by the product of the beam's unperturbed

magnetic field at the cavity times the cavity cross-sectional area, we obtain the

inductance^7)

I = p m / / = p-9A (A/a small) . (10)
ZTC a

with / the beam current and Zo = 377 ft. The inductance of a bellows—which

is just a sequence of small cavities—can be approximated by the above result

multiplied by the number of convolutions. Next we studied the shallow iris [see

Fig. 4(c)]. The numerical results agree well with

Zn A2

I = — =- (A/6 small, g/b small) . (11)
7TC 6

It appears that for the shallow iris the effective distance from the corner over which

the magnetic flux changes with time is on the order of A.
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(a)

Fig. 4. Some simple vacuum chamber elements: (a) a small cavity, (b) a

symmetric pair of shallow transitions, and (c) a shallow iris.

Finally we considered a pair of symmetric, shallow transitions [Fig. 4 (b)]. Our

simulation results—if the transitions are separated by a distance at least on the

order of 6—can be approximated by

(A/6small,<,/6£l, 0 < T T / 2 ) . (12)

Note that this equation approximates the numerical results well even for A/6 — 0.5.

We see from Eq. (12) that when & < irj2 the inductance of a transition can be

reduced, though only very slowly, by changing the transition angle. However, if

we break up a transition into n smaller steps, that are separated by a sufficient

distance, we can gain by the factor n. Note that Eq. (12) with 6 = r /2 must also

apply to the iris of Fig. 4(c) when gfb £ 1.

For the example transition with parameters c = 10 mm and A/6 = 1/6 we

demonstrate, in Fig. 5, the validity of the angular dependence of Eq. (12). The

plotting symbols signify the computed results, the dotted curve the approxima-

tion Eq. (12). More specifically, the plotted values give the effective inductance £

computed for a 16 mm Gaussian bunch; when the bunch length was doubled the

results remained essentially unchanged. We see that within its limits of validity

Eq. (12) agrees very well with the computations. Note that, over the entire range

of data points, the results of Fig. 5 vary roughly as

Finally we point out that the formulas of this section may also be used to

estimate the imaginary part of the transverse impedance Y± at the origin for these
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Fig. 5. The 9 dependence of L for a symmetric pair of shallow transitions

when a = 10 mm and A/fc = 1/6. The dotted curve gives the analytic

approximation, Eq. (12).

structures. Using a well-known formula*8^ for estimating the transverse from the

longitudinal impedance of a cylindrically symmetric structure, with tube radius a.

we find near the origin

Yx^t . (13)

2.5 The Damping Ring Vacuum Chamber

The damping ring vacuum chamber is divided into 8 girders (see Fig. 6). Of

these girders 2, 3, 6 and 7 are almost identical. They each contain 4 1/2 FODO

cells, with the quadrupole vacuum chambers—which are cylindrically symmetric—

separated by the roughly square bend vacuum chambers (see Fig. 7). Girders 5 and

8, in addition to half a FODO cell on each end, contain kickers, septa, rf cavities

and other vacuum chamber elements not found in the rest of the ring.

The vacuum chamber of the FODO cells can be divided into two groups of

objects, each of which is repeated 20 times in the ring. One group, which we

will call a "QD vacuum chamber segment" is centered on a defocusing quadrupole

vacuum chamber, with each end at the middle of the neighboring bend chamber.
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5-88 6018A1

Fig. 6. The girders of the SLC north damping ring.

S-«» 1011*3

Fig. 7. The cross-section of the bend chamber. The dashed circle shows

the size of a quad chamber.

The "QF vacuum chamber segment" is similar, though centered on a focusing

quadrupole. The vertical profile of these segments is sketched in Fig. 8, with the

ends truncated. Nonsymmetric portions are shown dashed. The figures are drawn

to scale. The total length of each segment is about 60 cm; the half-length of the

bend chamber is 15 cm.

A QD segment (see the top sketch) begins with the roughly square bend cham-

ber (1), which is connected by a tapered transition (2) to the cylindrically sym-

metric defocusing quadrupole (QD) chamber. The QD chamber contains a 1 inch

beam position monitor (1" BPM) (3), a QD bellows (4), a serf gasket (5), and a

QD mask (6). Finally there is another transition (7) into the next bend (8). The
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Fig. 8. The vertical profile of a QD segment (top) and a QF segment

(bottom). The noncylindrically symmetric portions are drawn with dashes.

ends of a QF segment are similar (see the bottom of Fig. 8). The cylindrical!}'

symmetric QF chamber, however, contains a 1" BPM (3), a flex joint (4). and a

QF mask (5).

Ring Girders 5 and 8 include two kickers, two septa, a two cell rf cavity, two

1" to 2" transitions, four 2" BPM's, four 1.4" BPM"s, an optical monitor and a

dielectric gap.

2.6 The Impedance of Individual Vacuum Chamber Elements

2.6.1 The Inductive Elements

In order to estimate the relative importance for bunch lengthening of the differ-

ent objects found in the SLC damping rings we divided the vacuum chamber into

a number of recognizable pieces. Then, for each piece we computed the wakefield

of a Gaussian bunch with length <7 = 6 mm using TBCI. This length was taken

as typical for the damping rings. Then finally we obtained £ by performing a least

squares fit, as described earlier. Note that dividing a stretch of several vacuum

chamber objects into its parts does not affect the answer so long as a £ a/2,

with a the tube radius, and so long as neighboring pieces are separated by at least

2a. With typically a = 11 mm the former condition is normally met. The latter

condition, unfortunately, cannot always be met. Therefore, the results we present
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only approximately give the relative importance of the various vacuum chamber

objects.

Unfortunately, many of the vacuum chamber objects are not cylindrically sym-

metric. Whenever possible, we took a suitable cylindrically symmetric (2-D) mode!

to represent the noncylindrically symmetric (3-D) object in the calculations. In

some cases it was evident how one might go about this. For example, the geometry

of the ion pump slots, a 3-D object, can partially be seen in Fig. 7. We see that

each slot can be approximated by a simple, shallow transition, whose outer radius

is defined by the pump housing, and which fills only 10% of the azimuth. For

the slots, we computed the wakefield for a cylindrically symmetric version of the

shallow transition using TBCI, and then multiplied the results by a filling factor of

0.1. The beam position monitors (BPM's), with their noncylindrically symmetric

electrodes, were treated in a similar manner. In other cases, it was not so evident

what the right 2-D model should be. For example, the QD and QF transitions are

transitions from an approximately square to a round vacuum chamber tube. For

such objects, we obtained insight into how best to model them by applying the

computer program T3/9) the 3-D counterpart of TBCI, to a simple 3-D approxi-

mation to the real structure.

Table 1 gives the results for the elements that are inductive to a 6 mm Gaussian

bunch. Figure 9 shows the geometry used for (a) the QD bellows, (b) the QD mask,

(c) the QD transitions, and (d) the ion pump slots. The factor in Column 3 is an

azimuthal filling factor used to account for the contribution of noncylindrically

symmetric objects. Column 4 gives the total number of these objects in the ring.

We see that the total effective inductance of the ring is approximately 50 nH.

spread over many objects. Not included in the table are the septa, each of which

is a complicated obstruction in a 25 mm ID tube. Using the computer program

T3 on a simple 3D model we find that the septum has an inductive and resistive

component. We estimate that / « 2 nH for each septum.
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Table 1. The inductive vacuum chamber elements.

Single Element Inductance

Type

QD bellows

QD k QF masks

QD & QF trans.

Ion pump slots

Kicker bellows

Flex joint

1" BPM trans.

Other

L/(nH)

0.62

0.47

0.52

1.32

2.03

0.18

0.10

Contribution in Ring

Factor

1.0

1.0

0.9

0.1
1.0

1.0

0.8

Number

20

20

20

40

2

20

40

Total

L/(nH)

12.5

9.5

9.3

5.3

4.1

3.6

3.3

2.4

50.0

11.2 mmI " • * I78mm |9-65mm Mi. imm

iJ-UlMnMIWL j \ -A
T (a)

mm 111.1mm 1

(c)

T'
2-90

t ~1 i II ' '

t 15.9 mm

(b) 656JA33

Fig. 9. The geometries used to calculate £ for: (a) the QD bellows, (b) the

QD mask, (c) the QD transition, and (d) the pump slots.

Since the inductance of the ring is spread over so many objects it would take

more than a small modification to reduce it significantly. Recently sleeves were

installed to shield the QD bellows from the beam. From the table we would

estimate that the ring inductance would therefore be reduced by 25%. However,

since the bellows are close to the QD mask (see Fig. 8) there is coupling between

these two objects. By performing the calculation for the entire QD segment taken
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as one piece, once with and once without the bellows, we estimate the bellows

contribution to the ring inductance to be more like 15%.

2.6.2 The Resistive Elements

There are objects in the ring that are resistive, most important of which are the

two 2-cell rf cavities. At a bunch length of 6 mm the rf cavities contribute 5.8 V/pC

to the ring loss factor k. We can speak of them having an effective resistance of

411 H. At this bunch length the forty 1" BPM cavities are also resisitive with a

total k of 3.2 V/pC. However, these small cavities become less resistive at longer

bunch lengths. Other objects that are resistive at this bunch length, but contribute

little to the ring loss are two 2" BPM's, two 1.4" BPM's, two kicker gaps, an optical

monitor, the ion pump holes and a dielectric gap.

How can we compare the contribution of the inductive and the resistive vacuum

chamber components to the longitudinal instability? In instability analysis the

impedance enters as the quantity \Z(n)/n\, with n = UJ/UJQ and wo the revolution

frequency. For the damping rings wo = 5.4 x 107 s"1. Therefore, for the inductive

elements the effective inductance of 50 nH corresponds to an effective \Z/n\ of

2.6 n. For resistive elements let us consider only the rf cavities. If for the cavities

we take as typical frequency w = 1/ff we find that an effective resistance of 411 ft

corresponds to an effective \Zfn\ of 0.44 ft. According to this rough estimate the

inductors contribute 6 times as much to the \Zfn | of the ring as the cavities. If we

want to bring the contribution of the inductors down to that of the rf cavities we

would clearly need to rebuild the entire vacuum chamber.

2.7 The Green Function Computation

We will need a Green function wake for the damping rings in order to perform

bunch length calculations. However, it suffices if we can find the wakefield of a

bunch that is very short compared to the natural bunch length in the ring, and

that has been calculated out to a sufficient distance behind the driving bunch.

Ideally we would like to compute the wake for one whole turn around the ring in
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one long computer run, with the beam moving from one element to the next just

as it does in the real machine. Then all interference effects between neighboring

elements, even at frequencies above cut-off, are properly accounted for. However,

due to the limitations in computer time and memory available to us we need to

make compromises.
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Fig. 10. The longitudinal wakefield of a 1 mm Gaussian bunch in the SLC

damping ring.

For our Green function we first calculated the wakefield of a 1 mm Gaussian

bunch, out to 15 cm behind the bunch, for the various damping ring vacuum cham-

ber objects. The only exception is for the rf cavities, where a 2.7 mm bunch was

used, due to limitations in the computer memory available to us. As best as pos-

sible we wanted to properly include the interference effects of neighboring objects.

To this end we calculated the wakefields of the entire QD and QF segments each

in one piece. To account for the noncylindrical symmetry of the BPM electrodes

we performed the calculation for each segment twice—once with and once without

cylindrically symmetric electrodes—and then added the two results in the ratio

8:2, according to the azimuthal filling factor of the real electrodes. However, the

calculations of the pump slots, as well as of the remaining objects found in girders

5 and 8, were all done in separate computations. Objects that were not included
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Fig. 11. The longitudinal wakefield of a 6 mm Gaussian bunch in the SLC

damping ring. The current distribution is also shown.

in the calculations are the septa, the ion pump holes, the optical monitor, and the

dielectric gap.

The sum of all the computations, which we take to represent the wakefield of

a 1 mm Gaussian bunch in the SLC damping rings, is shown in Fig. 10. We note

that most of the response occurs within the first 2 cm behind the driving bunch.

By performing the integral of Eq. (9) we can find the wakefield of any Gaussian

bunch that is longer than 1 mm. Figure 11 shows the results that are obtained for

a 6 mm Gaussian bunch. At this length the ring is clearly very inductive.

In the same manner we have obtained the wakefields of Gaussian bunches with

different lengths. From these wakefields we have found the loss factor k and the

effective inductance £ of the ring as functions of bunch length. These results are

shown in Fig. 12. The dotted curve gives the contribution to the loss factor of

the rf cavities alone. We see that both k and I reach asymptotic values at long

bunch lengths. In addition, we see that the loss factor of the entire ring drops in

an exponential fashion with increasing <r, while the loss of the rf cavities drops only

very slowly.
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Fig. 12. The loss factor k and the effective inductance £ of the damping ring

as function of bunch length. The dotted curve gives the loss contribution

of the rf cavities alone.
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Fig. 13. The impedance \Z/n\ of the damping ring. The dots give what

remains when the QD bellows (with their antechambers) are perfectly

shielded. The power spectrum of a 6 mm Gaussian bunch is also shown.

By taking the Fast Fourier Transform of the 1 mm wake we can obtain the

impedance. In Fig. 13 we plot the quantity \Z/n\ (remember UQ = 5.4 x 107 s"1).

We see a large broad peak at 16 GHz, with a peak value of 5.5 fl and Q of 2; it is due

mostly to the bellows. A smaller resonance, at 6.5 GHz, with a peak value 4.4 SI.

and a Q of about 1, is due to the BPM cavities. (We note, however, that the results
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for this resonance may be very inaccurate, due to the very approximate manner in

which we included the BPM electrodes.) In Fig. 13 we also see that \Z/n\ obtains a

constant value at high frequencies, an effect that is due to numerical noise. When

we repeat the calculation of the 1 mm wake, but this time leaving out the QD

bellows, and then take the Fourier transform, we obtain the results shown by the

dots in Fig. 13. These results are meant to represent the damping ring with the

QD bellows shielded, as has recently been done. We note a substantial reduction

in the impedance beyond 10 GHz. Although we do not expect this modification to

have a great effect on the bunch length it may still have a significant effect on the

instability threshold.

From the 1 mm wake we contructed the Green function wake W& in the follow-

ing manner: we first changed its sign and then modified the front of the function

so that it is 0 for t < 0. This modification yields a Green function that is causal.

This Green function will later be used to calculate the wakes for bunch shapes that

are long compared to 1 mm and that are rather smooth. We therefore expect the

results not to be very sensitive to the details of the modification just mentioned,

provided that the changes are localized near r = 0 and that the area under the

curve remains unchanged. For our calculations we have chosen to reflect the lead-

ing tail to the back, and then to add it to the existing wake. The leading part of

the Green function wake is shown in Fig. 14. The dots give the negative of the

1 mm wake.

3. BUNCH LENGTHENING MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Introduction

Under normal SLC operations the beam, after leaving the damping ring, is

shortened by about a factor of 10 in the Ring-to-Linac (RTL) transfer line before

entering the linac proper. The bunch shortening is the result of a phase space

rotation. It is accomplished by an rf section, which induces an energy variation

that is correlated with longitudinal position, followed by a beam line with nonzero
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Fig. 14. The Green function wake for the SLC damping rings.

momentum compaction. Using this hardware and, in addition, a phosphor screen

and video camera, we are able to measure the longitudinal charge distribution of

individual damping ring pulses, of pulses having an rms length on the order of

5 mm. Although the measurements to be discussed contain some fluctuations due

to screen imperfections, we expect that with a better, newly installed screen we can

now measure the longitudinal intensity accurately to a resolution of 0.1 mm'10* for

a bunch with a length of 5 to 10 mm.

Using the same hardware but with the compressor rf off, and with a modified

optics, we can measure the bunch's energy distribution as function of current. In

particular, this measurement allows us to find the threshold current for turbulence.

We also discuss, in this chapter, measurements of the current dependence of the

beam's synchronous phase and of the longitudinal quadrupole tune.

3.2 Measuring the Longitudinal Charge Distribution

3.2.1 Introduction

The hardware, as it is configured for bunch length measurements, is shown in

Fig. 15. The setup is essentially the same as during normal operations. However, at

a downstream position of high horizontal dispersion a phosphor screen is inserted in
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the path of the beam. An off-axis camera can then capture the image, the intensity

of which can—in turn—be digitized over a grid and sent to a computer. If we can

assume that the response of the screen to charge intensity and the response of the

camera to light intensity are linear, then the horizontal distribution measured in

this way will be correlated to the longitudinal charge distribution in the ring.

camera

d a K . n g 11 dispersion, 1
n n9 )J toroid yp\ A

(J^l P = : - ^ screen
rf section

2-90 6562A1

Fig. 15. Layout of the apparatus used in the bunch length and energy

spread measurements.

Now let us assume for the following discussion that (i) the longitudinal distri-

bution does not reach past the crests of the rf wave, (ii) the induced energy spread

is large compared to the beam's initial energy spread and compared to the wake-

field induced energy variation, and (iii) the dispersive part of the beam size (TJ2S-)

dominates the emittance part (/?e). For the measurements about to be presented

all these conditions were met. Given these assumptions, the connection between

longitudinal position t within the bunch and transverse position x on the screen is

x — XQ = «sin krf(ct — ZQ) , (14)

with io the screen position that corresponds to the zero of the rf the sine wave ZQ .

and kTf the rf wave number. The parameter K = ijeVc/E, with i) the dispersion
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at the screen, Vc the peak compressor voltage, and E the beam energy. The

longitudinal charge distribution is given by

X = c\x I — -'•X"TJ V "* V"" ""»»/ " (I'3)

Equations (14) and (15) allow us to obtain the beam distribution X(t) given the

measured distribution Xx(x).

Note that in the SLC the compressor wave length is 10.5 cm and the beam

energy E = 1.153 GeV. For the bunch length measurements we took Ve =s 33 MV.

3.2.2 Results

We began the measurements by finding n and io • Taking a low current beam

we varied the rf phase and measured the excursion limits of the spot: the half

distance between these two points gave us K. Thus the dispersion and the com-

pressor voltage do not need to be known explicitly. For our data K = 18.25 mm:

thus a 1 mm distance near XQ on the screen corresponded to a 1.1 mm longitudinal

distance within the bunch. Then measuring the spot with the compressor rf off

gave us io . We then turned the compressor back on and adjusted the phase so the

low current spot was again at xo • With this setup we measured and stored the

distributions over a range of currents, at a ring rf voltage V = 0.8 MV. For each

measurement a toroid reading, giving us the current, was also taken.

As an example, Fig. 16 gives the measured distribution Xx for a bunch popula-

tion N = 2.9 x 1010 after it has been transformed to X (as described above). The

vertical axis is y = eNXZo/{Vrf<ro), with Zo = 377 fi and ao the natural bunch

length {COQ = 5 mm at this ring voltage); the horizontal axis is t/oQ. We note

that the distribution is broad and it is not symmetric: the rising edge is steeper

than the falling edge. The corresponding centroid shift is a measure of the higher

mode losses. For the moment, however, we should take the position t = 0 on the

plot as arbitrary since the beam's position on the screen drifted over the duration

of the measurements, apparently due to phase drift of the ring rf. (We will present
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Fig. 16. The measured bunch shape for N = 2.9 x 1010 when Vr/ = 0.8 MV.

more accurate measurements of the centroid shift below.) As in this example all

the measured distributions are quite smooth, except in the vicinity of their peaks.

We believe the fluctuations that we do see in the data are due to imperfections in

the screen. Recently a new screen with a more uniform phosphor layer has been

installed in the RTL. We expect, therefore, that future measurements will result

in smoother distribution curves.

We present the rms widths of the distributions, times 2.355, as function of

current in Fig. 17(c) (the full circles). On the same frame we plot the full-width-at-

half-maximum (the open circles). For a Gaussian distribution these two quantities

should be equal. That the open circles lie above the closed ones at higher currents

implies that these distributions are more bulbous than a Gaussian. Note that there

is very little scatter in the data.

We mentioned earlier that the current values of each measurement were based

on toroid readings. However, we could alternatively have taken the areas under the

distribution curves as the measure of current, since these areas are also proportional

to the charge. In fact, with the areas one obtains a current reading for the same

pulse that is being measured, whereas with the toroids one never knows to which

pulse the reading corresponds. In any case, the pulse-to-pulse current variation
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Fig. 17. Measurement results: (a) the relative energy spread cubed, (b) the

relative rms energy spread, (c) the bunch length, and (d) the synchronous

phase shift as function of current. The ring voltage Vrf = 0.8 MV.

was small during the course of our measurements. We found that the correlation

of the areas of the distributions with the toroid readings was extremely good. This

suggests that, despite the local fluctuations that we saw in the distribution curves,

the overall response of the hardware to intensity was essentially linear. When we

plot the bunch length as function of distribution area rather than as function of

toroid reading the data follows a smoother curve.

3.3 Other Measurements

S.S.I Energy Spread Measurement

The beam's energy spread was measured in a fashion similar to its bunch

length. For this measurement we turned off the compressor, used another screen,

and modified the RTL optics to give an increased dispersion function at the screen.
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In this configuration increases in the beam's intrinsic energy spread translate into

an increased spot size on the screen. This measurement is difficult since at high

currents the small, intense spot will tend to damage the screen.

The energy spread measurements yielded distributions that all appeared to be

Gaussians. Figure 18 shows the measured distribution when A' = 3 x 1010. with a

Gaussian curve superimposed on the data. The rms energy' spread as function of

current is displayed in Fig. 17(b). We see that the data is rather flat up to about

AT = 1.5 x 1010, at which point it begins to rise. We will take this value as the

threshold current N^ . By plotting the energy spread cubed as function of current

[see Fig. 17(a)] we see that above threshold the data agrees well with

Nth) (16)

with <rf0 the initial energy spread. As we shall see in the next chapter, we expect

the energy spread to behave in this way for a ring with an inductive impedance,

such as the damping ring.

to

5-68 POSITION

Fig. 18. The measured energy spectrum for N = 3 x 1010 when Vr/ =

0.8 MV.
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3.3.2 Measurement of the Synchronous Phase

The measurement of the synchronous phase complements the bunch length

measurement. The bunch length measurement probes the imaginary part of the

broad band impedance, while the synchronous phase measurement probes the real

part, giving also the higher mode losses. We began the measurement by first storing

a high current beam in the ring. Then, we gradually scraped away beam while

we continually monitored the beam's phase using a vector voltmeter and a chart

recorder. At the same time the circulating current, which we could continually

read from a current monitor in the ring, was marked at frequent intervals on the

chart. For more details of the measurement technique see Ref. (11).

The measured phase shift as function of current is shown in Fig. 17(d). The

plot gives the average of several traces of the chart recorder, all of which agreed

quite well with one another. The data grows linearly at low current, and more

slowly as the current increases. This is the kind of behavior we would expect since,

as we have seen above, as the damping ring current increases the bunch length also

increases, and we know that the higher mode losses depend inversely on bunch

length. Note that the total shift at Ar = 1.5 x 1010 is only 2.3 degrees. This size of

shift corresponds to a higher mode loss of 32 keV and a loss factor k = 13 V/pC.

3.3.3 Synchrotron Tune Shift Measurement

Measuring the current dependence of the coherent oscillation frequencies is

another way of probing the broad band impedance of the ring. Sometimes this

coherent shift is also taken as a measure of the incoherent tune shift with current.

In this measurement we excited quadrupole mode oscillations by amplitude mod-

ulating the rf gap voltage, and then measured the response from a beam position

monitor. In Fig. 19 both the measured dipole and half the quadrupole frequencies

are displayed over a range of currents. We see that the quadrupole frequency ini-

tially decreases but then appears to level off near N = 5 x 10*. The maximum

reduction is 3 to 4%. From the plot, we also see the dipole frequency, which should

remain flat, rise slightly with current.
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Fig. 19. The longitudinal dipole and half the quadrupole oscillation frequency

as function of current.

3.4 Measurements Since the Addition of Bellows Sleeves

The bellows mentioned previously, in Chapter 2, are inner bellows, which are

themselves surrounded by a set of outer bellows. Since the inner bellows are very

inductive we normally expect a bunch to leave almost no energj' behind after its

passage. If, however, there is not a complete contact between the inner bellows and

the vacuum chamber walls, then the beam can deposit energy in the cavity between

the two bellows. We believe this to be the case for some of the QD bellows. During

very high current operation it was observed that some of these bellows became very

hot, in at least one instance resulting in a puncture of the outer bellows and a loss

of vacuum. Largely to guard against more of this type of damage, and partly to

reduce the bunch lengthening, sliding shields were placed within all the QD bellows

in the North damping ring. This modification will be repeated in the South ring

soon.

Since the introduction of the bellows shields in the North ring more bunch

lengthening measurements were performed.*12^ We found that the current depen-

dence of the bunch length did not change significantly from the earlier measure-

ments, at least up to currents of 2.8 x 1010. We also repeated the energy spread
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measurements. As mentioned before this measurement can be difficult. For cur-

rents greater than 1.5 x 1010 the beam, if left on the screen more than a moment,

tended to damage it. Although we are not so confident in this new data, it appears

that the turbulent threshold of the ring, at VTj = 0.8 MV, has risen from 1.5 to

about 1.9 x 1010 since the introduction of the bellows sleeves. We hope to repeat

this measurement, and obtain better data, soon.

4. BUNCH LENGTHENING CALCULATIONS

4.1 Introduction

Once we know the Green function wake we can calculate the bunch shape as

function of current. All our bunch length calculations are based on the theory

of potential well distortion, as formulated by J. Halssinski/13' This method has

been applied to a pillbox impedance/14*15' to an rf cavity impedance/1617 ' and

to a broad band resonator impedance/18 ' to find the steady state shape of a beam

in a storage ring. Given the potential well, we can also calculate the amplitude

dependence of the tune within the well. E. Keil has performed this calculation for

a pillbox impedance/15^

We begin this chapter by reviewing potential well theory and describing the

calculation of the incoherent tune. We follow by describing our method for extend-

ing the calculations into the turbulent regime. Then, in order to illustrate different

types of behavior, we give the bunch shapes and the tune distributions for a purely

inductive, resistive, and capacitive impedance. Finally, we repeat the calculations

using the Green function for the damping rings, and compare the results with the

measurements.

4.2 Potential Well Distortion*13)

The steady-state phase space distribution in a storage ring i/>(e,<) is given by

the Hamiltonian of the system H:

ti>(tJ) = e-H{tJ) . (17)
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For electron machines below the threshold current for turbulence the Hamiltonian

is—up to an arbitrary constant—given by

with <7e the energy spread, ao the natural bunch length, Vrf the slope of the rf

voltage at the position of the bunch (we assume the applied rf wave is linear)

and Vtnd the transient induced voltage. In Eq. (IS) a smaller value of t signifies

an earlier point in time, while t — 0 designates the synchronous point for a low

current beam.

The induced voltage VJn(j is given by

OO

' f ' i t ' ) d t ' , (19)

with W&(t) the longitudinal Green function wakefield, / the current [note: / =

eA'A], and S(t)—known as the step function response—the indefinite integral of

Wi(t). By taking the phase space distribution and integrating out the energy

dependence we find the longitudinal charge distribution. Then, by multiplying by

the total charge Q [Q = eN] we obtain the current:

(20)

with K a normalization constant. Note that I(t), the unknown, is on both sides

of Eq. (20). However, note also that at time t the integral on the right depends

only on the current at more negative (earlier) times. Therefore, we can solve for

I(t) numerically by beginning far in front of the beam (say at t = — 5<ro)i where

we assume the induced voltage is zero, and then proceeding, in small time steps,

to the back of the bunch. And then finally, if the area under the newly computed
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curve does not equal Q we adjust K, and iterate the whole procedure until it does.

Taking the derivative of both sides of Eq. (20) yields an alternative form of it:

This form of the problem is more convenient when V,nj is given explicitly in terms

of /, as is the case for the simple inductive, resistive, and capacitive models that we

consider later. Of particular interest to us will be the rms length, the full-width-at-

half-maximum, and the centroid shift of the current distribution. The ratio of the

first two quantities is a measure of the similarity of the distribution to a Gaussian.

Due to energy conservation the third quantity, when multiplied by — VTj , gives the

higher mode losses.

In what follows all distances will be given in terms of OQ . Thus the independent

variable becomes x = t/<ro . We will also normalize voltages to Vrfcro- the induced

voltage becomes v;nj = VjB(j/(V /̂<7o)i and the total voltage v = u ^ — x.

4.3 The Incoherent Synchrotron Tune

Once we know the current shape, we also know the shape of the potential

well. For convenience let us choose the bottom of the well to be at zero energy.

Then the potential energy is simply given by u — — ln(///) with / the peak of the

distribution. Given the shape of the potential well we can numerically solve for

the incoherent synchrotron tune.

The equation of motion for a test particle moving in the well is

) = 0 , (22)

with T the time in units of the low current synchrotron period and v the total

voltage. If the test particle has the initial conditions x = x and x' = 0 then its

period of oscillation is given by

• / , " . (23)
V5i/ Mi) - u(x')
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The integration is performed over half a cycle: beginning at z, we move down

the potential well and up the other side until we reach the position xc for which

u(ic) = u{i). Note that when vind = 0 [u(x) = x2/2] then 7 = 1. The relative

incoherent tune v is simply given by 1/7. Note that from Eq. (23) we can find the

tune either as function of i or as function of energy h — u(x).

If we know the tune as function of h, then we can also calculate the tune

distribution:

\dvldh\ £-< \du/dh\ '

The sum in Eq. (24) is there to indicate that if more than one value of h corresponds

to a certain value of v we need to sum the contribution from each correspondence.

This will happen when there is an interior extremum of v{h). It will also happen

when v(h) has more than one branch, as will occur when there is a relative max-

imum in the potential well curve. Note also that Eq. (24) Implies that wherever

dvjdh = 0 the distribution is infinite.

4.4 Some Simple Impedance Models

Over a frequency interval the impedance of vacuum chamber elements can often

be characterized by a simple electrical circuit element—an inductor, a resistor, or

a capacitor. We study in this section the potential well distortion when the whole

ring can be characterized by these simple models.

4-4-1 An Inductive Impedance

For a purely inductive impedance the induced voltage is given by V{nj =

—L dl/dt, with the constant L the inductance. Bunch lengthening has been ob-

served in many storage rings, and we expect it to be due to an inductive impedance.

In the case of the SLC damping rings we have seen that the impedance is domi-

nated by the many inductive vacuum chamber elements. We, therefore, expect the

general features of the bunch shape to be given by this model. Note that Haissinski

has presented numerically calculated bunch shapes for this model in Ref. (13).
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For a purely inductive impedance Eq. (21) can be written as

(25)

with prime denoting the derivative with respect to i = t/ao. The normalized

current is given by y = LI/(V(TQ); the normalized charge F (the complete integral of

y) equals LQ/(Val). The normalized induced voltage t?in<f = V,nj/(VTf<ro) = -y'•

3-89 X T

Fig. 20. An inductive impedance: (a) the bunch shape for several values

of bunch population and (b) the bunch length variat'on as a function of

current.

The numerical solution of Eq. (25), for several values of F, is shown in Fig. 20(a).

Note that the charge distribution for a perfect inductor is symmetric about x = 0

(since there are no losses) and is more bulbous than a Gaussian distribution. From

Eq. (25) it is apparent that the solution is parabolic wherever j / >• 1. In Fig. 20(b)

we display az and XFWHM/2.355 (the dashes) as functions of T. Note that for

large currents ax varies roughly as F1/3 . If we apply the inductive model to the

SLC damping rings, taking L = 50 nH, then an intensity of F = 7.5 corresponds

to N = 1.5 x 1010 at Vrf = 0.8 MV. At this current we see from Fig. 20(b) that

ox = 1.33 and XFWHM — 3-69. We shall see, in a future section, that these values
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approximate the results of the more detailed calculations, calculations that use the

Green function wake.

Consider a current of F = 7.5 in an inductive machine. Now suppose a test

particle is initially at rest at position x = x in the potential well. Figure 21 (b)

then displays the tune v as function of x. Only half of the curve is shown: since the

well is symmetric about the origin v{£) = v{—i). We see that the tune decreases

monotonically as x approaches zero, and that it is very much depressed at the

bottom of the well, to about 60% of its nominal value. On the same plot v as

function of energy ft = u(i) is also shown. We note that the slope of the tune is

nonzero for h — 0, i.e., at the bottom of the well. In Fig. 21 (a) we give the tune

distribution Xu . [It is plotted sideways so that its connection with v(x) and u(h)

is easier to see.] We note that the peak of the distribution is at the tune minimum,

that the tune at the peak is greatly depressed, and that the distribution is broad.
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Fig. 21. (a) The tune distribution and (b) the dependence of tune on x

and h when F = 7.5 for an inductive impedance.

Let us use the following notation: let ux denote the tune above the fraction of

the beam given by z. Thus 1/.50 gives the median value of the tune. Then Fig. 22
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displays as functions of current the tune at the peak of the tune distribution VQ . as

well as j/25 , ".50 , ".75 , and j/95 . We see that VQ drops most quickly at the low end

of the current scale, and levels off at the high end. Note that for F > 0.5 the curve

for VQ in Fig. 22 can be approximated by 1 —0.15(1 +ln F). We can estimate the low

amplitude tune shift Ai/o at low currents by assuming the bunch remains Gaussian

and that -y"{0) is small compared to 1. Then A//o as y"(0)/2 » -F/(2v /2T) %

-0.2F. The quantity 1 - 0.2F is given by the dotted curve in Fig. 22. We note

that it only approximates "0 for very low currents. At F = 0.5 it already deviates

from the exact calculation by 30%. For the damping ring this current corresponds

to a bunch population of only 109.
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Fig. 22. The current dependence of the characterizing parameters of the

tune distribution I/Q , y.25 , ".50 1 ".75 » and 1/95 , for an inductive impedance.

4-4-2 A Resistive Impedance

For an ideal resistive impedance the induced voltage can be written as Vin<j =

—IR, with the constant R the resistance. This model is applicable to electron rings

that don't have many inductive elements, and whose impedance is dominated by

the rf and other large cavities. In storage rings where the builders have been very

careful to avoid transitions and bellows we would expect the impedance to be

resistive.
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For an ideal resistive impedance Eq. (21) becomes

y' = -(x + y)y , (26)

with y = RI/{Vaa) and T = RQ/{V<rl). Note that vind = -y. The analytic

solution to Eq. (26) was found by A. Ruggiero*19);

coth(r/2)
(27)

with erf(x) the error function.

2 -

1 -

3-89

Fig. 23. A resistive impedance: (a) the bun:h shape for several values

of total charge and (b) the change of bunch length and centroid position

(dots) with current.

The solution, Eq. (27), for several values of current is displayed in Fig. 23(a).

As F is increased the bunch tilts forward (up the rf wave) by an ever increasing

amount, in order to compensate for the increased higher mode losses. Figure 23(b)

gives ax and xpwHM/2.355 (the dashes). We see that the bunch length increases

only very slowly in a resistive machine. The dots give the centroid shift (z) of the

bunch. It can be approximated by (x) = —Tl(2y/n), which is the centroid shift

assuming that the bunch shape does not change with F.
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Suppose we could remove all the impedance of the SLC damping rings except

that of the rf cavities. As we saw before, we could approximate what was left by a

resistive impedance with R = 411 ft. A bunch population of 5 x 1010 in this ideal

machine, when Vrf = 0.8 MV, corresponds to F = 3.4. For this current Fig. 24(b)

displays the tune as function of the maximum extent of oscillation x, for x more

negative than the position of the bottom of the potential well. We see that for both

low and very high amplitude oscillations the tune is not changed. For amplitudes

in between these two extremes, however, the tune is depressed, but by a very small

amount. Also shown on the plot is the tune as function of energy v(h).

n v

1 0.75 0.5 0.25 0 -2 -4
1.00

0.98

V

0.96 -

0.94
100

2-90

V i i i I i

Fig. 24. (a) The tune distribution and its integral (dashes) and (b) the

dependence of tune on z and h when F = 3.4 for a resistive impedance.

In Fig. 24(a) we show the tune distribution Xv. Note that there is an infinite

spike at the lowest tune value. The dashed curve in the figure gives the integral

of the tune distribution nv. We note that 50% of the particles have tunes in

the lowest 20% of the tune range. In Fig. 25 we give as function of current the

parameter I/Q , 1/.25 , v.50. ".75 , and 1/.95 that charactrize the tune distribution.
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Fig. 25. The current dependence of i/o , v.ih » ".50 , ".75 , and 1/.95 for a

resistive impedance.

4-4-3 A Capacitive Impedance

For an ideal capacitive impedance the induced voltage is proportional to the

integral of the current, with constant of proportionality —1/C, and C the capaci-

tance. Deep cavities, such as the rf cavities, are slightly capacitive at normal bunch

lengths, and become more capacitive for very short bunches. Of the three simple

models the capacitive is probably the least applicable to the types of impedances

one finds in storage rings. We note that bunch shortening has not been observed in

storage rings, except possibly at low currents in SPEAR, when the ring had many

rf cavities/20^

For a purely capacitive impedance Eq. (21) becomes

y{x')dx') (28)

with y = I/{VrfC) and T = Q/{Vrf<T0C). The solution to Eq. (28) closely approx-

imates a Gaussian that has been shortened and shifted. Since the energy stored in

a capacitor is Q"/2C, the centroid shift is given by (x) = —F/2. Figure 26 shows

the bunch length dependence on T. By substituting a Gaussian into Eq. (28) we
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Fig. 26. (a) The bunch shape for various currents and (b) bunch shortening

as a function of current, for a capacitive impedance.

can arrive at an analytical approximation of the bunch shortening, which for small

current becomes cx as 1 — T/y/8ir.

In a capacitive machine the bunch becomes shorter and the tune of all the

particles will rise. As was the case for the inductive machine the tune as function

of energy is monotonic. The low amplitude particles have the highest tune. Their

tune shift can be approximated by Af as \jax « T/y/8Tr as 0.2F.

4.5 The Turbulent Regime

4-5.1 Calculations Beyond Threshold

Beyond some threshold current the energy spread begins to increase, and we

enter what is known as the turbulent regime. At the moment, there is, unfortu-

nately, still no reliable calculation of the behavior of short bunches in this regime.

However, for a formalism that at least in theory can be used to solve the problem

see, for example, J. M. Wang and C. Pellegrini/21 >

In the case of SLC damping rings, however, we will use a simpler method. We

believe that the instability that we find in the damping rings is a fast instability

of the microwave type, and we expect the potential well approach to calculating

the bunch shape still to be applicable. As threshold current we take the value
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given by the measurements. To find the bunch shape beyond this current we

(i) scale the energy spread according to the Boussard criterion (see below), and

then (ii) perform the normal potential well calculation but replacing ao in Eq. (20)

by a'Q = CTQO-(/<TI0 , with ci0 the nominal energy spread. Implicit in our method is

the assumption that the energy distribution remains Gaussian.

4-5.2 The Boussard Criterion

The Boussard criterion is often used to estimate the threshold for instabil-

ity. Boussard'22) conjectured that the longitudinal instability in a bunched beam

is due to a coasting-beam-like instability within the bunch. Then in estimating

the threshold for instability one might use the coasting beam threshold'23' but

replacing I by I the peak current. The issue of the applicability of a coasting

beam instability criterion to a bunched beam was studied in detail by J. M. Wang

and C. Pellegrini/21^ They found that one obtains a coasting-beam-like instability

condition provided that: (i) the impedance is broad band relative to the bunch

spectrum, (ii) the growth rate is much greater than the synchrotron frequency,

and (iii) the instability occurs at wavelengths much shorter than the bunch length.

Their threshold condition looks like a coasting beam threshold condition'21':

with Z the broad band (or smoothed) impedance and n = u?i/u>o, with u>\ a

representative frequency sampled by the bunch spectrum and wo the revolution

frequency; with a the momentum compaction factor and E the beam energy.

Equation (29) is a stability condition, i.e., a condition for no fast blow-up. In

our calculations we will take as threshold the measured value, and use Eq. (29)

solely for scaling the energy spread in the turbulent regime.

In Eq. (29) both / and Z/n in general depend on bunch length which, in turn,

depends on the energy spread. Consider, for example, a very resistive impedance

where Z = R the resistance. As typical frequency nu>o we might take the inverse
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bunch length. Then since / is also proportional to the inverse bunch length we find

that Eq. (29) implies that, above turbulence, ay ~ A'1/2, with N the bunch popu-

lation, for a resistive machine. On the other hand, for a very inductive machine,

such as the SLC damping rings, \Zjn\ is approximately constant. If we substitute

the peak current for a Gaussian beam in Eq. (29), and note that the bunch length

is proportional to the energy spread, we see that, above threshold.

X ' * ' • " v , ( 3 0 )

with N^ the threshold current. This is the scaling we will use for calculating the

damping ring bunch shapes in the turbulent regime.

We make two observations: (1) This scaling is roughly supported by the mea-

surement results discussed in Chapter 3. (2) For an inductive machine the bunch

length increases with current due to potential well distortion, and thus the growth

of the peak current with current is somewhat reduced. To be more consistent we

could have included this fact in determining the scaling of energy spread with cur-

rent. For the purely inductive impedance discussed earlier we find that the peak

current increases approximately as N0'6, rather than as simply N, due to potential

well distortion. Thus, for the damping rings we would expect a( to vary as Ar02<

rather than as N1^ above threshold. And this modification, in turn, would result

in a slight reduction in the calculated bunch lengths at the higher currents. For

the results to be presented, however, the difference would not be significant.

4-5.3 Another Threshold Criterion

P. B. Wilson*24^ has suggested that one threshold criterion might be that the

slope of the total voltage v' becomes zero (or equivalently u" = 0) somewhere within

the bunch. This criterion has also been studied by G, Besnier/18) who has used it

to predict turbulent bunch lengthening for ESRF, the European light source. It is

easy to show that if we assume a purely inductive impedance, and we also assume

that the bunch shape remains Gaussian, then Wilson's criterion is equivalent to
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the Boussard criterion. We can also show that this condition can never be met for

the models of a purely inductive, resistive, or capacitive impedance. For it to be

met requires some high frequency structure in the impedance curve (as is the case,

for example, for the broad band resonator model with a high frequency resonance).

Note that if Wilson's conjecture (u" = 0) is met at the bottom of the potential

well, then the tune becomes zero for small amplitudes. If, however, u" = 0 is

first met at another position within the bunch, as we will see in our potential well

calculations using the damping ring Green function, then the physical significance

of the conjecture is not so clear.

Wilson's conjecture suggests another, more stringent threshold condition with

a simple physical interpretation. Consider as threshold criterion that there be a

relative maximum in the potential well shape, i.e., u' = 0, u" < 0, somewhere

within the bunch. If this condition is met then there will be two stable fixed points

within the bunch and one unstable fixed point at the position of the maximum.

Consequently, a subset of bunch particles will oscillate about a relative minimum

of the potential well, rather than about the absolute minimum. Note that this is a

more stringent condition than Wilson's and will tend to be met at higher currents

than his condition. Finally, we should stress that both these threshold criteria are

merely conjectures. Their validities need to be demonstrated in a self consistent

manner.

4.6 Bunch Lengthening in the SLC Damping Rings

4.6.1 The Bunch Shape

Using our pseudo-Green function (see Fig. 14) in the potential well equation.

Eq. (20), we have calculated bunch shapes for many values of current, for a ring

voltage VTf = 0.8 MV. Figure 27(a) displays the rms length <rz and XFWJJM/2.3QO.

and Fig. 27(b) gives the centroid shift (x) of the calculated distributions as func-

tions of current. Length dimensions are again given in units of tro (at this rf

voltage ccro = 4.95 mm). In Chapter 3 we saw that the measured threshold at this

rf voltage was Nth — 1-5 x 1010. Taking this as our threshold, we extended the po-
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tential well calculations into the turbulent regime by simply scaling the parameter

(TO as {N/Nth)1'3, as was discussed earlier. (The turbulent regime is indicated by

the dashed lines in the figure.) Superimposed on the curves are the measurement

results presented in Chapter 3.
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Fig. 27. (a) Bunch lengthening and (b) the centroid shift calculated for

the SLC damping rings at VTf = 0.8 MV. The symbols indicate the mea-

surement results.

As we saw for the simple inductive model the current distributions calculated

for the damping rings are more bulbous than a Gaussian. At N — 1.5 x 1010,

we see that ax = 1.38 and and XFWHM = 3.93. These values compare well with

those obtained assuming a purely inductive machine with L = 50 nH, for which

we found <TX = 1.33 and and xpwHM = 3.69. The turbulent threshold is seen as

a slight kink in the curves. Beyond this point ax varies roughly as N1?3. We see

that at Ar = 3 x 1010 the rms bunch length is increased by 70%. From Fig. 27(b)

we see that the calculations give a significant amount of higher mode losses. At

N — 1.5 x 1010 the centroid shift (x) = -0.5 is equivalent to a higher mode loss of

30 keV; at 3 x 1010 the loss is 38 keV. For both the bunch length and the centroid

shift the calculations agree well with the measurements.

In Fig. 28 we present the bunch shapes for bunch populations of N = 0.7, 1.2,

2.1, and 2.9 x 1010. The abscissas give x = t/<rQ , the ordinates are y = IZo/(Vcro)
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Fig. 28. The calculated damping ring bunch shapes for several current val-

ues, when Vrf = 0.8 MV. Superimposed on the curves are the measurement

results.

with Zo = 377 n. Superimposed on the curves are the digitized measurement

results. The fluctuations in the data (especially at the peaks) are due to nonuni-

formity in the response of the screen. Considering that there are no fit parameters,

the agreement between the data and the calculations is very good. Finally, in

Fig. 29 we show the induced voltage vlfItf and the total voltage v calculated for

these same four currents.

4.6.2 The Incoherent Tune

For the following calculations let us consider the current N = 1.5 x 1010 at

VTf — 0.8 MV in the damping rings. Suppose we begin a test particle at rest

at position x = x in the distorted potential well. Then subsequent oscillations
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Fig. 29. (a) The induced voltage u,n(j and (b) the total voltage v = v1Tl(f — x

when N = 0.7, 1.2, 2.1, and 2.9 x 1010 and Vrf = 0.8 MV.

within the well are shown in Fig. 30(b), for the cases x = —2, —1, 0, 1, and 2. The

horizontal axis is the time in units of the nominal synchrotron period. We see quite

a variation in oscillation period. The potential well itself is shown in Fig. 30(a);

the dashes give the well of the rf alone. Note that u = 0, the bottom of the well,

is at x = —0.24. Note also that the bottom of the well is not just broadened and

that there is an inflection point (u" — 0) away from the bottom.

For the same current we display, in Fig. 31 (b), f(z), for x more negative than

the position of the bottom of the well. We see that, as with a simple inductive

impedance, there is a great tune depression within the bunch. We also note that, as

with a simple resistive impedance, the curve has a minimum within the distribution:

at the minimum v = 0.18. In the same frame we display v(K). [Although h values

up to 10 were included in the calculation, we only show the very beginning of the

h range, in order that the dip in v(h), near h = 0.1, can be seen.] At h = 0 the

tune is 0.66. In Fig. 31 (a) we show the tune distribution. We see that it is broad,

centered about v = 0.7 with a full-width-at-half-maximum of 0.24. Also visible in

the plot is a spike, at v = 0.18, containing very few particle.
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Fig. 30. (a) The potential well and (b) five oscillations within the well

when TV = 1.5 x 1010 and Vrf = 0.8 MV.
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Fig. 31. (a) The tune distribution and (b) the dependence of tune on x

and k when N = 1.5 x 1010 and Vrf = 0.8 MV.

In Fig. 32 we characterize the current dependence of the tune distribution by

five parameters: i/.os, .̂25» K50 > ".75, and 1/.95 which signify, respectively, the

tune above the first 5%, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 95% of the particles. The region
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with dashed curves is the turbulent regime. We see that the tune spread is quite

large beyond 5 x 109. If we look, for the moment, at the the curve representing

the median tune ^.50, we note that it drops most quickly at the beginning of the

range, for currents up to 5 x 109 and then begins to level off. This general behavior

was observed for the quadrupole tune measurements discussed in Chapter 3. In

absolute terms, however, the 25% shift shown here at 5 x 109 does not agree with the

3 to 4% shift given by the measurements. We beb'eve that this discrepancy signifies

that the connection between the coherent quadrupole tune and the incoherent tune

of a machine with a broad tune distribution is not so simple.

1.00

0.75 ~

1 1 1

3

2-90 N/10 1 6562A31

Fig. 32. The current dependence of v.05, f .25 1 f.501 v.?s •> and 1/.95 as

calculated for the damping rings when VTj = 0.8 MV.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The study of bunch lengthening in the SLC damping rings, described in this

paper, can be divided into three parts: the impedance calculations, the bunch

length measurements, and the bunch length calculations.

In the paper's first part we described the vacuum chamber geometry of the

damping rings. We introduced a figure of merit for bunch lengthening, the effective

inductance t. We found that the ring impedance is dominated by many small,
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inductive discontinuities—such as bellows, shallow transition, and masks. There

are so many objects that contribute to the total inductance, that if we want to

reduce bunch lengthening, we basically need to rebuild the entire vacuum chamber.

We ended this part of the paper by computing the wakefield of a very short bunch

passing through the entire damping ring, a function that can be used as Green

function for the bunch length calculations.

In the paper's second part we described measurements of energy spread, syn-

chronous phase shift, and longitudinal quadrupole tune shift with current that

were performed on the SLC North damping ring. We saw that by taking ad-

vantage of the unique hardware features found in the SLC it is possible to mea-

sure the bunch shape of individual damping ring pulses to good resolution. We

found a large amount of bunch lengthening at higher currents; at an rf voltage

of VTf = 0.8 MV and bunch population N = 3 x 1010 the rms bunch length was

doubled. From energy spread measurements we found the threshold current—at

the same rf voltage—was 1.5 x 1010.

In the paper's final part we described bunch length calculations that are based

on the theory of potential well distortion. We saw, for example, that an inductive

machine has lots of bunch lengthening, a resisitive machine little. We saw that in

an inductive machine the incoherent tune shift and the tune spread are both large,

in a resistive machine they are small. In this chapter we also described a method

of extending the potential well calculations into the turbulent regime, once the

threshold current for turbulence is known. Then taking the measured threshold

value, and using the Green function discussed above, we calulated bunch shapes as

function of current. When these shapes were compared with the measured shapes

we found excellent agreement. Then finally we computed the tune distribution

we expect for the damping rings. As for a purely inductive impedance at higher

currents we found the tunes depressed, with the average tune shift large and the

tune spread broad.
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